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HEARTNG ON CENSUS DATA AND ITS USE

IN FEDERÄL FORMULA FUNDING

Thursday, .fuly 9, 2009

House of Representatives

Subcommittee on Information Policy,

Census and Nat.ional Archives,

Commíttee on Oversíght and

Government Reform,

Washingt.on; D. C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, ât 3:10 p.m., in

Room 2247, Rayburn House Office Building, the Honorable

Wiltiam Lacy Clay lchairman of the subcommittee] presiding.

Present: Representatives Clay, Maloney, Watson,

McHenry, and hlestmoreland

AIso Present: Representative Kaptur

Staff Present: Darryl Piggee, Majority Staff

Director/Counset,' Frank Davis, Majority Professional Staff

Member,' Jean Gosa, Majority Clerk; Charisma Wi11iams,
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Mr. CLAY. The Information Po1icy, Census, and National-

Archives Subcommittee will now come to order. Good afternoon

and welcome to today's hearing entitled Census Data and Its

Use in Federal- Formula Funding-

Today's hearing will examine the impact of using census

data on focal recipients in Federal funding allocation

decisions. On our first paneI, we will hear from Federal

department witnesses who will testify about how select

Federal- GovernmenL agencies use census data in Lheir funding

formulas. Our second panel is comprised of local government

officials and private agencies who will teIl us about their

knowledge and experience with census data and their

recommendations to improve the use of census data in Federal-

formufa funding.

Without. objection, the Chair and Ranking Minority Member

will have five minutes to make opening statements followed by

opening statements not Lo exceed three minutes by any other

Member who seeks recognition.

V'Iithout objection, Members and witnesses may have five

legislative days to submit a writLen statement or extraneous

materials for the record.

I will begin with my opening statement.

The purpose of today's hearing ís to examine how census

data are used in Federal funding program cal-culations and

whether Lhese Federal funding formulas fairly distribute
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Federal monies to States, cities, and local- governments. We

wiIl consider many important issuès today including what

critería are used in these Federal funding formulas, whether

Congress and agencies factor in the under-count of certain

communities in these cal-culations, and what steps Congress

and the Administration can take to improve census data and

the present formulas.

Census data are used by over 180 Federal programs in

determining funding levels to cities, counties, and States.

These Federal- al-locations to local- governments and States

toped over $375 billion in 2OO1 afone. Federal programs that

use census data in their funding formulas incLude Title I

education appropriations, Medicaid, and Community Development

Block Grants.

This Subcommittee is concerned about HUD's Community

Development Bl-ock Grant program in particular, especially

with regard to recent developments in Toledo, Ohio. In 2008,

the Mayor of Toledo challenged Census estimates and

successfully added over 20,000 city residents to Toledo's

population. However, with this increase in population, Toledo

Iost over $290,000 dol-tars in Community Development Bl-ock

Grant funding. It is counter-intuitive for HUD to provide

To1edo with less Federal- funding because the Census Bureau

increased the city's under-counted population number.

Other Federal funding formulas such as Medicaid
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redistribute hundreds of mil-l-ions of dollars among States

when census under-count data are corrected. Federal- funding

formulas l-ike Medicaid and Community Development Block Grants

are sensitive to the under-count, which causes Federal funds

to be mis-al-Iocated to cities and States, hurting

traditionally under-counted populations such as l-ow income

children and immigrant. communities.

Census data are used for a large majority of all Federal

funding formulas. There needs to be clarity and transparency

as to how census data are used and if these Federal funding

formulas truly serve their targeted communities. Today's

hearing wil-l- address these issues and reveal exist.ing

problems, sofutions, and what further research needs to be

done with census data and its use in Federal funding

formulas.

Let me thank all- of our witnesses for appearíng today.

I look forward to their testimony.

I now yield t.o the distinguished Ranking Minorit.y

Member, Mr. McHenry of North Carolina, for five minutes.

fPrepared statement of Mr. Clay follows:]

*****rr**** COMMITTEE INSERT **********
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Mr. MCHENRY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for

holding today's hearing. r want to begin by thanking again

Mr. Mesenbourg and Mr. Gol-denkoff for reappearing before the

Commit.tee. It is good to have you back. For the other

witnesses, thank you so much for agreeing t.o testify and

being here 'today.

As the Chairman has already stated, the data collected

by the Census Bureau is vital-Iy important to the calculation

of funding levels and appropriations in Federal programs at

the Congressional level and by Federal agencies themsefves.

Data are also used by State and focal governments to allocate

resources and servíces, and by the private sector to

determine where to invest and develop industry.

The subject of today's hearing underscores the

importance of filling out the decenniaf census form when it

arrives on April 1st of 201-0. It is vitally important to the

American people that everyone in this Count.ry respond to that

form. It is not a partísan issue. It is simply a matter of

having an accurate pict.ure of who is in this Country on

census day 2010. This is very important. It is a very core

Constitutional principle that we have an accurate count of

who is here in this Country.

With hawing a short form only census, it makes it even

easier for the American people to participate. So Members of

Congress should advocate for participatíon. Everyone within
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Government should advocate for participation. We are

grat.eful for community groups who are involved to ensure that

people participate as well-.

I would also like to thank the Chairman for having this

hearing today. We last met in March. I know that we have

racked up address canvassing, as Mr. Mesenbourg has related

to the Congress. From the accounts we have gotten, it has

gone very we11. We are very grateful for that.. That address

canvassing, as Mr. Mesenbourg has previously said, is a

cornerstone to the 2OI0 Census.

I hope that we can have Mr. Mesenbourg or the new

Director, whenever the Senate determines that they will

actually act, then we can actually get the new Director in.

But approximately 140,000 Census workers took to America's

streets this spring to verify addresses and assemble the

Bureau's list of where decennial forms will be sent and

where , if needed, enumerators will visit in 2010.

On separate occasions, Chairman CIay and f have stated

that we both have unanswered questions about this vast

canvassing effort. The outcome of the decennial- census

depends largely on this step in the operation and so there is

an obvious need to review and assess its successes and

failures. Certainly, the GAO and the Census Bureau, we would

l-ove to have you back. Mr. Chairman, I would certainly think

we would both learn a l-ot from that hearing. It is my hope
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t.hat we can bring you back again soon to evaluate this step

of the process.

That said, today's hearing is an important opportunity

for the Committee to ensure that the census data and Federal

funding formulas are fair, accurate, and effective.

Chairman Clay, I thank you for bringing this issue to

the forefront about the inequities of Community Development.

Block Grant programs. I do share your concerns.

As for how census numbers affect the CDBG, I would like

to point out that the funding formula involves many factors.

In the 109th Congress, this Subcommittee published a

bipartisan report dealing with that funding formula. I ask

unanimous consent to submit this for the record.

Mr. CLAY. Without objection, the document is submitted

into the record.

[The referenced information follows: ]

********** COMMITTEE INSERT **********
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Mr. MCHENRY. It is still regarded as a strong road map

of how to improve the CDBG program by addressing the need as

well as ensuring that we have the proper numbers.

So with that, Mr. Chairman, I thank you for having this

hearing today. I appreciate your leadership and thank you

for your friendship.

IPrepared statement of Mr. McHenry follows:]

********** CoMMITTEE INSERT **********
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Mr. CLAY. Thank you so much, Mr. McHenry. Be assured

that. as soon as the new Director is confirmed by the Senate,

they will momentarily be before this committee. so thank

you.

I woul-d like to recognize the gent.lewoman from

California for three minutes.

Ms. WATSON. Thank You, Mr. Chairman. Thank you so much

for holding today's important hearing examining the role

census data plays in the formulas used for distributing

Federal funds. I look forward to hearing from today's

witnesses about the mythologies behind these formulas and the

steps being taken to promote the census, improve

participation, and decrease the differential under-count to

ensure that Federal- funds are appropriated to the areas in

America where t.hey are needed most.

Since the establishment of the decennial census in 1-790,

every census has experienced an under-count. According to

the Government Accountability Office, Lhe 2000 Census missed

an estimated 2 percent of the U.S. population, a

disproport.ionate number of which were minorities, l-ow income

households, and chil_dren. My district in particular has

traditionally been under-counted due to a lack of mutual

understanding and engagement with local constituencíes.

This under-count ís troubling because without accurate

population data, it is impossible to ensure that we have a
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complete view of our Nation's demographics, that Amerícans

have proper representation in State ànd Federal governments,

and that Federal- grants are targeted to where they are needed

most.

Accordíng to the Census Bureau, for the fiscal- year

2001, over $400 biltion was allocated through Federal grants

and direct assistance programs based on formulas reliant on

data from the 2000 Census. The amount of critical Federal

funding at stake reinforces the importance of an accuraLe and

comprehensive 2OIO Census count for locaI, State, and tribal

governments.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank today's panelists

for their cooperation with our proceedings and for your

leadership in ensuring that the 2010 Census provides the most

complete enumeraLion of our population in American history.

Thank you and I yield back.

fPrepared statement of Ms. Watson foflows: ]

********** INSERT **********

11
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Mr. CLAY. Thank you so much. I also want to recogrtize a

guest here who wil-l serve on the panel here, ffiY good friend

Marcy Kaptur from Ohio. Thank you for coming today. If you

have any opening statemenL, you can be recognized for three

minutes.

Ms. KAPTUR. I wanted to thank you very much for the

opporLu'nity to sit in.

Our community of Toledo, Ohio in the Ninth District well

knows the importance of the census and the distribution of

the tax dollars that our citizens send here to Washington and

then by formul-a are sent back home.

On the second panel I wil-l- have the pleasure of

íntroducing our Mayor and his team, who have traveled very

far, Mayor Carleton Finkbeiner. T would like to recognize

him now. He is a l-2-year Mayor of our city and t.he first

strong Mayor in Toledo's history. We are very proud of him.

No one has fought harder for accurate census counts than he

has, having been someone who helped to do the census when he

was a youngster and having seen what actually happened when

people went out into the field. So we look forward to his

testimony this afternoon.

I thank you very much for the time.

[Prepared statement of Ms. Kaptur follows: ]

L2

23'l ********** CoMMITTEE INSERT **********
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Mr. CLAY. You are very welcome. We look forward to your

service on this Committee today. Wíthout further ado, I want

to start by introducing our first panel.

We will first hear from Mr. Thomas Mesenbourg who is

currently serving as the Acting Director of the U.S. Census

Bureau. He has more than 36 years of Census Bureau

experience and now oversees the day to day operations of the

Federal- Government's perennial, preeminent statistical

agency.

Next we will hear from Mr. Robert Goldenkoff, a Director

on the U.S. Government Accountabilíty Office's Strategic

Issues Leam. He has over 20 years of program evaluation

experience with GAO and is currently responsible for

reviewing the 2010 Census and Government-wide human capital

reforms.

Our third witness is Mr. Todd Richardson, the Associate

Deputy Assístant Secretary in the Office of Policy

Development for the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban

Development. At HUD, he leads a team of staff responsible

for analyzing current data and drawing on the results of past

research to assist the Secretary with making informed policy

decisions.

Our next witness ís Mr. Donald Moulds, the newly

appointed Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary for Planning

and Evaluation in the U.S. Department of Hea1th and Human
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Serwíces. In thís capacity, he provides leadership,

direction, and management of policy research, analysis,

evaluation, and coordination of Department-wíde science and

data polícy activities and issues.

Our lasL witness on the first. panel, Mr. Stuart

Kerachsky, is the Act.ing Commissioner of the Natíonal Center

for Education Statistics in the U.S. Department of Education.

His career has been devoted to applying the best scientific

methods to bringing information and evidence to bear on

improving social programs.

Let me thank all of you for appearing Loday before the

Subcommittee. It is the policy of the Committee to swear in

all witnesses before they testify. I woul-d like to ask each

witness to please stand and raise your right hand. Do you

solemnly swear to tell the truth, the whol-e truth, and

nothing but t.he truth?

[Witnesses respond in the affirmative. ]

Mr. CLAY. Thank you. You may be seated. Let the record

reflect that the witnesses answered in the affirmative.

Each of you will have five minutes to make an opening

statement. Your complete written testimony will be included

ín the hearing record. The yeIlow light in front of you will

'indicate that it is time to sum up. The red light will

indicate that your time has expired. V'Ihen you hear this,

that means shut it off.
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ILaughter. J

Mr. CLAY. Mr. Mesenbourg, You may proceed with your

opening statement.
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STATEMENTS OF THOMAS MESENBOURG, ACTING DIRECTOR, U.S. CENSUS

BUREAU; ROBERT GOLDENKOFF, DTRECTOR, STRATEGIC ISSUES, U.S.

GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTABIL]TY OFFTCE; TODD RTCIARDSON, ASSOCIATE

DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY, POLICY DEVELOPMENT, U.S.

DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT; DONALD MOULDS,

ACTING ASSISTANT SECRETARY, PLANNTNG AND EDUCATION, U.S.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES; AND STUART

KERACHSKY, ACTING DIRECTOR, NATIONAL CENTER FOR EDUCATION

STATISTICS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

STATEMENT OF THOMAS MESENBOURG

Mr. MESENBOURG. Chairman CIay, Ranking Mefüber McHenry,

and Members of the Subcommittee, thank you for the

opportunity to discuss the role that data produced by the

Census Bureau plays in Federal funds distribution. I

apprecíate the Subcommittee's attention to this important

issue and f am pleased to be testifying alongside four of the

agencies that use our data.

This helps make an important distinction. The Census

Bureau is not involved in developing, administering, ot

evaluating the funding formula or the programs that use our

data. Hor,rrever, the Census Bureau t.hrough the decennial
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census, the American Community Survey, and our Population

Estimates Program is the producer of many of the data sources

used by agencies in their funding formula. our job is to

produce the most accurate and complete data possible.

Today I wil-I focus my testimony on how Lhe Census Bureau

produces the three major data sources used for funding

formufas. The Decennial Census Program includes both the

2OtO Census and the det.ail-ed demographíc, social, economic,

and housing characteristics information produced by the

American Community Survey. The American Community Survey

collects data monthly for population and housing

characteristics that previously were collected in the

decennial census long form. of course, we publish that data

annual1y.

The Population Estimates Program produces population

estimates for the Nation, States, counties, cities, and towns

on an annual- basis. These population estimates update the

most recent decennial counts each year with new information

using births, deaths, and net migration information. The

population estimates are used in many formulas to aIl-ocate

funding. They are also used in the production of the final

American Community Survey estimates released to the public.

Thus the quality of the official population estímates and the

American Community Survey are inextricably linked to the

accuracy of the decennial census.
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Federal agencies that administer grants and other

Federal funds allocation programs typicàtly use a míx of the

decenniaf census, population estimates, and information from

the American Community Survey. I make this point to stress

the importance of the upcomíng 2OI0 Census. Our GovernmenLs

Division recently analyzed 1'40 Federal grant and direct

assistance programs for fiscal- year 2001 and concluded that

over $400 billion are distributed annually using one or more

of these Census Bureau data sources. There is no better way

to emphasize the importance of the 20lO Census for 1oca1,

State, and tribal governments than by acknowledging t.his.

In the years between the decennial censuses, the

Population Estimates Program of the Census Bureau produces

the official population estimates for the Unit.ed States.

They are considered estimates because they are populatíon

figures that do not arise directly from a complete count.

They are determined by using available data, for example,

from availabl-e administrative record data on births and

deaths as well- as informatíon from the IRS to track net

migratíon flows. The estimates rely heavily on data from the

latest availabl-e decennial- census as those census data serve

as the basis on which the population estimates are

constructed.

Again, though, the most important contributing factor to

a SLate's estimated population at any gíven point in time is
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the count of that State's population in the most recent

decennial census. To ensure the population estimates are as

accurate as possible, it is important and critical to have an

accurate census count upon which the estimates can be built.

To that end, we encourage everyone to participate in the 2010

Census.

In clbsing, I want to stress that the Census Bureau's

goal is to produce complete and accurate data that meet the

needs of our customers. For Federal funds allocation, the

single most important contribution the Census Bureau can make

is to count everyone, count them once, and count them where

they usually reside. This is the daunting challenge but we

are committed to making the 201'0 Census the most successful

ever.

Thank you for this opportunity to testífy.

[Prepared statement of Mr. Mesenbourg follows:]

********** INSERT **********
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Mr. Goldenkoff,Mr. CLAY. Thank you,

you are recognized.

Mr. Mesenbourg.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT GOLDENKOFF

Mr. GOLDENKOFF. Chairman Clay, Ranking Member McHenry,

and Members of the Subcommittee, thank you for the

opporLunity to be here today to discuss the role that

population data plays in the all-ocation of Federal funds to

States and focalities.

In my written statement, we reported t.hat in past years

the Federal Government has annually distributed over $300

billion in Federal assistance through grant programs using

formu1as driven in whole or in part by census population

counts. According to a new Census Bureau study, this figure

is now over $4OO billion for fiscal year 2001. Vrlhat is more,

the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act will obligate an

additional $161 billion to Federal- grant programs for fiscal

year 2009, including some programs that depend to some extent

on census populatíon data to determine the amount of Federal

assistance.

As agreed with the Subcommit.tee, frY testimony describes

how census dat.a are used in the allocation of Federal formula

grant funds and how the structure of the formulas and other
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factors can affect those allocations. In particular, I want

to stress two key points. First, although population counts

play an import.ant role in the distribution of Federal- funds,

other factors such as the design of the grant formu1as can

mitígate the effect that any population changes have on

funding l-evel-s.

Second, because population estimates are important for

Federal- funding al-locations and the decennial census is t.he

foundation for these estimates, an accurate enumeration in

2010, including the reduction in the historic under-count of

minorit.y and other populations as weII as a complete count of

communities affected by Hurricane Katrina and other natural-

disasters, ís absol-utely essential .

Federal grants use various sources of population data in

theír funding formulas. The largest of these is the

decennial census, whích the Census Bureau conducts every 10

years.

The Bureau also estimates the populat.ion for the years

between censuses, known as post-censal estimates. For

example, the a1l-ocation formula for Social Services Block

Grants, which help States fund day care, healt.h, substance

abuse, and numerous other programs, uses the most recent

poSt-censa.l- population estimates to distribute funds.

Another source of population data is the Bureau's

American Community Survey, which provides detail-ed annual
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data on socioeconomic characteristics for the Nation's

communities. It is used to allocate Federal funds for such

programs as the Section 8 Housing Voucher Program, which is

aimed at. increasi-ng affordabl-e housing choices for very low

income households.

A third source is the Current Population Survey, which

is conducted by the Census Bureau for t.he Bureau of Labor

Statistics. CPS data are used to allocate funds for programs

under the Workforce Invest.ment Act of 1998, which provides

workforce development services to employers and workers.

Among funding formulas that rely on populatíon data, the

degree of reliance varies. On the one hand, the Socia1

Services Block Grant formula allocates funding based on

St.at.es' population rel-ative to the total U.S. population. On

t.he ot.her hand, some formulas such as Medicaid use population

plus one or more other variables to determine funding levels.

As the completeness and accuracy of population data can

modestly affect grant funding streams and other applications

of census data, the Bureau has used a variety of programs to

address possible errors in population counts and estimates.

Importantly, however, while accurate population data

play an ímportant role in al-Iocating Federal assistance,

various grant-specific factors can also affect the

distribution of Federal funds and can mit.igate the impact of

population changes. For example, some grant programs
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including Medicaid employ floors in order to mítigate the

outcome that would result if a particul-ar grant allocation

were determined by the funding formula alone. FurLher, in

order to prevent funding losses from a formufa change,

programs can include hold harmless provisions guaranteeing a

1eve1 of funding that is based on a prior year's funding.

Tn concl-usion, whil-e population data play an important

rol-e in allocating Federal assistance through formul-a grant

programs, the design of a grant can also affect funding

alLocations and in some cases can mitigate or entirely mute

the impact of a change in population. Further, shifts in

population, inaccuracies in census counts, and met.hodological

problems with population estimates can also impact the

distribution of Federal grant money.

Neverthel-ess, given the importance of census data as a

baseline for post-censal estimates used for grant programs as

well- as for Congressional apportionment and redístricting,

counting the Nation's population once, only once, and in thè

right location in 2010 will be absolutely critical-.

Mr. Chairman, this concl-udes my remarks and I will- be

glad to answer any questions that you or other Subcommittee

Members may have

IPrepared statement of Mr. Goldenkoff follows:]
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Mr. CLAY. Thank you so much

Gol-denkoff . Mr. Richardson, you

minutes.

PAGE 24

for your testimony, Mr.

are recognl-zed for five

STATEMENT OF TODD RÏCHARDSON

Mr. RTCIIARDSON. Thank you. Chairman Clay, Ranking

Member McHenry, and Members of the Subcommittee, thank you

for inviting me to testify today.

HUD annually al-l-ocates directly or through guided

competitions more than $10 billion to cities, counties,

States, Indian tribes, and other grantees using several

different formulas based on census data. The Community

Development B1ock Grant program, proposed for fiscal year

201-0 to al-locate nearly $a.2 bil1ion, allocates the largest

share of the dollars.

CDBG is a relatively complicated dual- formula wíth one

formula allocating towards communities that have growth and

higher poverty and other formula allocating to communities

that generally have o1d housing and population l-oss. These

formul-as rely on five variables from the Census Bureau. From

Census 2000 data, we have persons in poverty, overcrowded

households, and housing unit.s buil-t prior to 1"940. These

variables are fixed until we integrate American Community
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Survey data in fiscal year 201-1. From annuaf Population

Est.imates data, including updated data as å resutts of

challenges, we have the number of persons and a variable

ca1led growt.h Iag.

r am going to talk a litt.le bit about growth 1ag because

it affects the question that you raised about To1edo. The

growth lag variable is used to fund communities that have had

historically declining populations. If a community that has

historically declining populations does a population

challenge that shows its population is actually larger than

we had thought it was, Lhe net result on the CDBG formula,

unlike most formul-as, is to result in a funding change that

would reduce funding under the CDBG program. So that ís a

l-ittle unusuaf in terms of how formulas operate. But that

has been ín place since 1,977 when the formula was put in

place.

Mr. CLAY. I am going to ask you to explain it in more

detail when we get to the questioning period. But go ahead.

Mr. RICHARDSON. Absolutely. Other programs that

all-ocate funding using the basic CDBG formula are the

Emergency Shelt.er Grant Program and the guiding initial-

pro-rata need allocation for the Continuum of Care homeless

program competition.

Separate formulas relying on census data largely sample

data from the Census 2000. They include the HOME, Native
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American Housing Block Grant, Indian CDBG, Section 202, and

SecLion 811 programs. The Housing Trust Fund, created in

HERA, and proposed by the President to receive $1- billion for

fiscal year 20L0 would also be al-located to States using

special tabul-ation data on housing needs.

In 2010, as you know, the Census Bureau plans to publish

the first fivè-year data products based on American Community

Survey data coll-ected in 2005 through 2009. Beginning in

fiscal year 201-1-, HUD plans to use ACS five-year average dat.a

in place of the Census 2000 sample data that are used to

allocate most of the funding for the programs T just

described.

Our understanding is that the five-year ACS data will we

weighted to the average of the population controls over the

five year period. This is a very good t.híng since it Ieads

to an integration of updated population and updated counts

for all of the variables for each formufa on an annual basis.

That said, the initial move to the ACS data in fiscal year

2OLI is very likely Lo cause some significant changes in

allocation amounts for program grantees.

Quatit.y of data is only half of the equation in

allocation formul-as. Quality of the formula is equally

ímportant. Because housing and community development needs

are not static, it is important to regularly assess whether

these formufas need updating so they remain well targeted to
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the intended needs and treaL al-l granLees fairly.

In 2005, HUD published a report that identified some

problems with how the CDBG formul-a target.s funds. The 2005

report demonstrates some stark examples of how the CDBG

formu1a is currently not as faír as it could be. It

over-funds some less needy places, it under-funds some very

needy places, and it allocates very different grant amounts

to places with similar needs. The current formula on average

will target. more funds to the most needy communities but does

so much less so than it did when j-t was developed in the

1970s.

There are several problems with the current formula

incl-uding the use of housing built before 1940 as a proxy for

population loss, aging infrastructure, and dilapidated

housing. Vühile this may have worked in the L9'70s, since the

l97os the more díst.ressed communities have Lorn down that old

housing while the less distressed communities have retained

it.. This leads to a shift in doll-ars from distressed

communities to l-ess distressed communities.

Other variables like povert.y are good measures but they

create some anomalies such as college towns geLting large

grants because of the large number of students that are

counted in poverty and the growth 1ag variable which

generally targets places that are losing populations. There

are some well off communities that have been static in
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population since 1960 that get significant grants as well.

The ot.her problem is that this is a dual- f ormuf a. A

dual formula creates some anoma1ies in itself, funding

similarl-y needy communities at very different amounts.

As you are well ahrare, changing the CDBG formul-a to

correct its targeting problem is politically challenging. If

funding is hel-d static or declining, a change ín the formula

that resul-ts in increases in funding for some communities

al-so results in decreases for others. Fiscal year 2010,

however, offers a rare opportunity to change the CDBG formula

without causing a fundíng decrease for any community relative

to the fiscal year 2009 allocations. This is because for

fiscal year 2010 President Obama has proposed to fu11y fund

CDBG at $543 million more than the amount funded in 2009.

This gives us an opportunity to implement. a hold harmless

provision.

Thank you.

IPrepared statement of Mr. Richardson follows:]

********** INSERT **********
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Mr. CLAY. Thank you. Mr. Moulds?

STATEMENT OF DONALD MOULDS

Mr. MOULDS. Good afternoon, Chairman CIay, Ranking

Member McHenry, and distinguished Members of the

Subcommittee. Thank you for the opportunity to appear before

you today to discuss the topic of how data from the United

States Census Bureau are used by the Department of Health and

Human Services in the allocation of Federal program funds

through formul-a grants.

HHS is the United States Government's principal agency

for protecting the health of all Americans and providing

essential human services, especially for those who are l-east

able to help themselves. lVe administer more t.han 300

programs covering a wíde spectrum of activities and

representing almost a quarter of all Federal outlays.

HHS administers more grant dollars than all other

Federal agencies combined and awards approximately 60 percent

of the Federal Government's grant dollars. In fiscal- year

2008, HHS awarded nearly ç265 bil-lion in grants representing

38 percent of total Departmental spending. The Centers for

Medicare and Medicaíd Services awarded the largest amount of

grant. do1l-ars and Lhe National Institutes of Health awarded
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the largest number of grants.

For most of the formula grants administered by HHS, Lhe

grant allocation formula and data elements are specified in

statute. Attached to my written statement is a table listing

the HHS-sponsored grants that specified the used of data from

the Census Bureau in allocating grant. funds.

I would like to highlight a few examples of how HHS uses

specific census data el-ements in grant. programs. They are

representative of a variety of grant programs administered by

HHS as well- as the types of census data that are used in

calculating grant award amounts in carrying out statutory

intent.

The first is the Child Care and Development Fund, which

is the primary Federal program specifically devoted to

providing famil-ies access to child care and improving the

quality of child care. Grants are awarded t.o States through

t.hree component funding streams, two of which rely on the use

of Census Bureau data in their funding formulas. One

allocates block grant funding to States using a formula that

includes the State's share of the Nation's children under

five. The other awards funding to el-igible States based on

their share of the Nation's chil-dren under age 1-3. Data for

both chil-dren's ratios are obt.ained from the Census Bureau.

The Congregate Nutrition Servíces and Home-Delivered

Nutrition Services programs provide meals and related
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nutritional services to older individuals to help them remain

independent and in their communities. Grants for Congregate

Nutrition Services and Home-Delivered Nutrition Services are

allocated to States and territories by a formul-a based on

their share of the popul,ation aged 60 and over using data

issued by the Census Bureau.

The mission of the Maternal- and Child Healt.h Block Grant

is to improve the heal-th of mothers, children, and their

families by improving access to health care, eliminating

health disparities, and improving the quality of health care.

Funding for one component of this program is allocated to

States in proport.ion to their population of low income

chil-dren rel-ative to the Nation's. The formula uses census

data.

The majority of HHS's grant alfocations, however, are

not driven by Census Bureau data. For example, over three

quarters of mandatory grant funds awarded by HHS are received

by States through the Medicaid program. Census data are used

by the Bureau of Economíc Analysis but not by HHS to produce

State and national- per capita income data, whích then are

used in calculating the Federal Medical- Assistance Percentage

known as FMAP. State spending on covered Medicaid services

is matched by the Federal- Government at the FMAP raLe.

The aut.horizing statues that specify funding allocat.ion

formufas for HHS grant programs typically specify the use of
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either the decennial population figures or the most recent

population estimates from t.he current Population Survey

published by the Census Bureau. The statutory formulas do

not direct the Department to use the census data that have

been adjusted for population under-count and HHS does not

make any adjustments of its own.

In summary, HHS uses a variety of data from t.he Census

Bureau in cal-cula-ting funding Ievel-s for Federal grant

programs- Of the 300 programs administered and managed by

the Department of Heal-th and Human Services, 50 are grant

programs. Of them, census data are used to cal-culate funding

level-s in 35. Census data are used by HHS in all cases where

authorizing legislation dictates its use and the manner in

which it is to be used. HHS does not exercise any discretion

to adjust funding formulas.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify. I would be

happy to answer any questions you might have.

fPrepared statement of Mr. Moulds follows:]

********** INSERT **********
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Mr. CLAY. Thank yoü, Mr. Moulds, for your testimony. Mr.

Kerachsky, you are recognized for five minutes.

STATEMENT OF STUART KERACHSKY

Mr. KERACHSkY. Chairman C1ay, Ranking Member McHenry,

and distinguished Members of the Subcommittee, thank you for

the opportunity to appear before you today Lo discuss the

topic of the use of Census Bureau data in the allocation of

Federal- f ormul-a funding of the Department' s of Education

programs.

Since the mid-1960s, the National Center for Education

Statistics has computed or provided data to other entities

within the Department to compute Federal funding allocations

of various Department formula grant programs. We prepare the

al-l-ocation tabulations ín a statistically accurate and

apolitical manner.

Most allocations for Lhe Department's elementary and

secondary education programs are based on the latest data for

some relevant subset of the population. In 2009, of more

than $50 billion that the Department of Education is spending

on elementary and secondary education, approximately 80

percent is being allocated based on Census calculations of

population subgroups. Let me provide examples.
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The Elementary and Secondary Education Act. of 1,965 Title

I grants to local education agencies is the single largest

Federal elementary and secondary education program. For

fiscal year 2009, Congress provided ç24.5 billion for this

program. From its inception, Title I's formula has been

based primarily on the number of children ages 5 through L7

and famil-ies with incomes below the poverty level.

In the spring of each year, NCES renews its interagency

agreement with the Sma11 Area Income and Poverty Estimates

Branch of the Census Bureau to devel-op and t.o deliver to the

Department school- district-1evel- TitIe I povert.y and

population estimates. These estimates cover most of the

Nation's public school districts.

Before publication, Census provides the estimates to

State agencies and gives States an opportunity to review the

estimates and challenge them. This so-called challenge

period allows States to present information regarding

boundary changes that may need to be updated in the Census

Bureau's geographic database.

Second, since the mid-L970s, NCES has provided

assistance for calculation of career and technical- education

all-ocations under t.he Perkins Act. The population groups

used in the formula have remained consistent throughout the

years, ages l-5 to a9, 20 to 24, and 25 to 65, from the

Census's annual State population estimates. States'
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al-l-ocations are based on their shares of the count for each

of the three age groups multiplied by a factor based on per

capita income, which we currently obtain from the Commerce

Department's Bureau of Economic Analysis.

Next, the eligible groups for Adu1t Education State

Grants have traditionally consisted of those who are aged 1-6

and over, do not have a high school- diploma or equivalent,

and are not currentl-y enrolled in school. Until 2006, these

data were available only from the decennía1 census. The

Census Bureau will now collect these data using the American

Community Survey, the ACS.

Finally, the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act

is t.he law authorízing funding for services to individuals

with disabilities throughout the Nation. Under Part B,

Sect.ion 6L9, services must be provided to children with

disabilities between the ages of three through five. Under

Part B, Section 611, services must be provided to children

with disabilit.ies between 6 and 2L. Each of these formulas

requires annual- population and poverty data of 3-through

2L-year o1ds. These come from the Census Bureau's annual

Population Estímates and the ACS respectively.

By statute, the Department accepts the Census Bureau's

data and'does not question the incídents of over-or

under-counts. lVe undersLand that to t.he extent feasible, the

Census Bureau adjusts post-censal annual population
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estimates, smal-l- area estimates, and ACS data f or known

shortcomings in the prior decennial- census. It is also our

understanding that the annual estimates used in our formu1a

grant al-locat.ions are informed by recent demographic changes

that might affect the distribution of funds.

In summary, these examples cited illustrate how the

Department of Education uses the array of Census Bureau

tabulations to distribute our formula grant funds. We have a

history of more than 30 years cooperating with the Census

Bureau to provide the data needed for the U.S. Department of

Education grants.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify and I would be

pleased to answer any questions.

IPrepared statement of Mr. Kerachsky follows:]

********** TNSERT **********
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Mr. CLAY. Thank you very much, Mr. Kerachsky. Thank you

all. I thank all of the witnesses for your testimony today.

V'le will begin the question and answer period now. Each

Member will have five minutes to ask questions of t.he pane1.

I will begin.

This first question is a panel-wide question. T guess

it would have to be the last three to answer and Mr.

Goldenkoff may have to answer, too. Do your formulas account

for the under-count that always occurs in certain

communilies? Shoul-d they account for that? If they shoul-d

or shouldn't, tell- me why. Mr. Richardson, we can begin with

you.

Mr. RICHARDSON. The sample data that is used in most of

our formulas are the published sample data. So most of our

variabl-es for our formulas are based the census sample data.

To the extent those are adjusted, and generally they aren'L,

our formulas are driven by those. One exceptíon is in the

CDBG formula with the population variable and the growt.h 1ag

variable, which are indeed changed each year to reflect. t.he

published population estimates. If those are challenged

estimates, r¡/e ínclude those.

Mr. CLAY. Mr. Moulds?

Mr. MOULDS. Vrle are statutorily required to use the most

recent census data in the vast majority of cases. There are

no instances where we adjust. rt is our view that statute
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requires us to do that.

Mr. KERACHSKY. We are similarly statutorily required to

use the census data. But in addition, we woul-dn't have a

firm basis to adjust the data on our own/ woul-d we have the

statutory authority to do so. We are only abl-e to use what

is present.ed to us by the Census Bureau as the best available

data.

Mr. CLAY. Thank you. On that point, and we will starL

with you, do the yearly Census estimates adequately adjust

formufa funding to make up for the discrepancies that resul-t

from the under-count?

Mr. KERACHSKY. I reaIIy can'L ans\^/er that. I¡trhere we are

allowed to use those data, and we do in some instances, our

statisticians just simply don't have the basis to make that

interpretation.

Mr. CLAY. But when Census sends you data, don't you

adjust for that?

Mr. KER-A,CHSKY. Yes. V'Ie have formulas that allow us to

use the post-censal data and we do use them in those

instances. Yes.

Mr. CLAY. All right. How about you, Mr. Moulds?

Mr. MOULDS. Again, wê don't use any adjusted data. We

just use census data. lVe similarl-y wouldn't be in a positíon

to comment on the accuracy of that data because we are not in

the busíness of counting people. That would be a question
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t.hat is probably better suited f or others.

Mr. CLAY. But when data are adjusted and when data are

corrected, don't you have an interest in get.ting it correct,

too?

Mr. MOULDS. Cl-early we have an interest in having

population figures that are as accurate as possible. But

again, we are not statutorily allowed to make those

adjustments ourselves .

Mr. CLAY. Common sense woul-d say do the right thing by

adjusting the data, correct?

Mr. MOULDS . It is our view that the law tells us t.hat. we

are required to use the actual census data. So if there were

to be changes in how that data would be collected, those

woul-d have to be statutory changes that would be done by

Congress.

Mr. CLAY. Or adjusted data that come in on an annuaf

basis.

Mr. MOULDS. The annual- adjusted data that come through

that is produced by the Census, wê do use. I am sorry for

the confusion.

Mr. CLAY. Mr. Richardson?

Mr. RICTARDSON. WeIl, âs I noted, we do use the data

that are adjusted for population and growth lag in the CDBG

formula. With the American Community Survey, which we will

be rolling that into our formula starting in fiscal year
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201,1,. To the extent t.hat Census updates those numbers to

refl-ect the current population estimates and any challenges

that are brought against t.hose population estimates, we would

include those in our formul-as going forward as \^re use the

American Community Survey.

Mr. CLAY. Okay. Then how do we make up for the funding

discrepancies once |ou get new data? Do you adjust your

formulas for the new data and new population like in the case

of Tol-edo?

Mr. RICIIARDSON. Actually, the CDBG formul-a is an unusual

formufa in that it is one of the few formul-as where if you

have a declining population you actually get more money for

having fewer people. It is an unusual formula in that way.

That was the case with Toledo, which successfully

challenged its popul-ation estimates. By successfully

challenging its population estimates, v/e rolled in that

challenge. Because Toledo was receiving money because of how

many people it had relatíve to 1960, when that. number

increased, it led to a smaller CDBG grant.

The CDBG funds are intended to serve communities in

decline. Communities that have lost a lot of populat.ion get

substantially more than communities that have gaíned

population.

Mr. CLAY. That CDBG formula can be changed here ín

Congress or by the Agency?
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Mr. RICIIARDSON. It is in statute and it has to be

changed by Congress. President Obama's fiscal year 201-0

budget proposal is proposing that. that formula actually be

updated and be changed. We are looking forward to working

with the Congress on that.

Mr. CLAY. Mr. Goldenkoff, did you have anything?

Mr. GOLDENKOFF. I think, to the extent that these

formulas compensate for the under-count, it all depends on

the approach used Lo correct the data. As Mr. Mesenbourg

said, the census data are updated throughout the decade but

those updates are largely the result of administrative

records. The extent to which those adminisLrative records

capture those people who tend t.o be historically

under-counted, the better quality data. But that is an open

question on how good those administrative records are.

I think it is important to keep in mind that. no census

has ever been actually adjusted using statist.ical means to

compensate for the differential under-count or any

under-count. So as hre have been saying, the accuracy of all

these post-censal estimates rea1ly starts \,'¡ith the quality of

the decenníal- census. To the exLent that there has always

been an under-count and that under-count has newer been

adjusted, that affects the data going forward.

Mr. CLAY. Thank you for that response. Mr. McHenry, you

are recognized.
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Mr. MCHENRY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you all for

your testimony.

Mr. Mesenbourg, although the focus of this hearing is

obviousl-y with the American Community Survey and the data put

out in the funding formulas in that. regard, we haven't had

you back since address canvassing was finished. Our staffs

have been briefed from your folks at the Bureau. We thank

you for that. I know you had a pretty strong assessment of

how well it went. I know the GAO has a less rosy assessment.

But could you touch on your view of how successful the

address canvassing was?

Mr. MESENBOURG. Certainly. We view it as a very

successful undertaking. As you recall, a year ago there was

much angst about our ability to make the handheld computers

work. We did a l-ot of testing in December and prior to t.he

address canvassing.

We actually started in eíght. of the local Census offices

d week early. We also, rather than doing it in two vlaves as

originally planned with waves of about five weeks each, we

sptit that into five different waves and we started it in

most of the local- Census offices at the same time. The

result of that is we \^/ere pretty weII 99 percent done with

this nearly 'a month ahead of schedule.

The areas that we had to wrap up had to do with areas

that had flooding like the Red River. Vüe had mud slides in
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Puerto Rico. We had a tornado in Kentucky. Tn fact, our

finish date is July 17th. We have three assignment areas

that we are completing right now. They are in ,Jackson,

Mississippí, which faced flooding. We wiIl complete those.

In fact, we are helicoptering canvassers into that area

because, once t.hey can get into that area, they can actually

wal-k the streets. They will finish that operation this week.

So I see it as a very successful operation. We are

doing lessons learned as a resul-t of that.

We had great success recruiting. The goal \^Ias to

recruit about 700,000 folks to fill 140,000 jobs. We had 1.2

mill-ion applicants for those 140,000 jobs. So we probably

had the most highly skilled workforce that we have had on a

decennial census and that was huge for us.

Mr. MCHENRY. Are you on budget?

Mr. MESENBOURG. Right now \^/e have run about 15 percent

over budget. A good amount of that--\^/e are doing a detailed

analysis, as you woul-d expect, ríght now--\^/as because we went

into the address operation with an assumption that we wou1d

have 10 percent of the addresses be deletes, that we would go

to there and we would actually remove them from the list. We

don't have the final- number on that but it is more like

almost double, a littl-e less than double of that.

What that means is we are going to error in the

direction of keeping an address on the address l-ist rather
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than removing it. So if we have an address that we leave as

delete, we are going to send an additional person out to

verify that. That requires more milage, more effort, and

more enumerator time. We expect that most of that will be

associated wíth the underestimaLion of the deletes.

Mr. MCHENRY. V{e have had a lot of discussion about the

handheld computers. Do you bel-ieve they worked?

Mr. MESENBOURG. Yes. I believe they worked effectively.

We had some glit.ches during the first startup operation.

Most of those were associated with getting enumerators in

touch with the help desk. But originally we were assuming

something l-ike a 30 percent volume for help desk. It turned

out to be much less than that. hle had about a week of

shakiness there but the handhelds perf ormed wel-l-.

Mr. MCHENRY. Mr. Goldenkoff, what is GAO's initial

survey of how well address canvassing went?

Mr. GOLDENKOFF. I think it is too early at this point to

make any blanket statements about the overal-l success of

address canvassing. I think you need to parse it out to

different components.

As you know, there was a lot of concern over the

handhel-d devices. As Mr. Mesenbourg said, there were some

ínitial- glitches but the Census Bureau did an excellent job

in overcoming those with workarounds. I¡tre were out in the

field in about 30 different locations. I myself \^Ias out in
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Meridian, Mississippi and also New Orl-eans so I saw some of

this myself. The handhelds really were very effective in

helping the address canvassers figure out where they were and

to not go over boundaries or into other areas. So that was a

positive story.

They al-so finished largely ahead of schedule, which was

good ne\^rs . One of the things that we are looking at there,

though, was whether quality was sacrificed at t.he cost of

speed. So we are looking into that.

In t.erms of some other things, though, that perhaps

could have gone better, Mr. Mesenbourg said they are over

budget. Fingerprínt.ing, as you know, that was an issue and is

something that we have been looking at pretty closely. About

23 percent of the fingerprint cards were unreadable. My

understanding is that those individuals whose cards could not

be read or scanned by the FBI--so they had an initial

applicant name check but they did not have their fingerprints

reviewed by the FBI--were still allowed to work. So there is

a security issue in that, of course. There is also cost,

too, because basically the money that was spent on those

fingerprints and having them reviewed by the FBI just went to

waste.

There \^/ere some transmission issues with the cell phone

service in rural areas. It was not a major issue but it did

affect some of the effíciency of the address canvassers.
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Recruiting went we1l. They had a very good quality

workforce, very conscíentious. r think all- of the CeO folks

that \iìlere in the fíel-d r^Iere very impressed with how hard and

how conscientiously the temporary workers díd there jobs.

So at this point, âs I said, it is just too early to

make any comprehensive or overarching statements. But we

wil-1 be looking at each of those different components as we

move forward.

Mr- MCHENRY. Thank you.

Mr. CLAY. Thank you, Mr. McHenry. Ms. Kaptur, you are

recognízed for five minutes.

Ms. KAPTUR. Thank you. Thank yoü, Mr. Chairman, very

much. I realIy appreciate being able t.o participate today.

Thank you for your leadership.

Mr. Mesenbourg, I wanted to ask you if the Census Bureau

is aware of such communities as ToLedo, Ohio that have

suffered under-counting of their populations in previous

years. V'Ie have seen what has happened in the New Orleans

region.

One of my concerns is the rising and extraordinary level

of housing forecl-osures. In these foreclosure regions like

Toledo and obviously the New Orl-eans area and others, what is

the Census Bureau doing to offer additional financial support

or assistance training personnel that could help these types

of communities that have been so damaged by the economy or
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natural circumstances to achieve a proper count of their

populations? It isn't cfear t.hat these individuals who are

being forecl-osed on are leaving their communities.

Mr. MESENBOURG. I would be glad to talk about that.

Perhaps.I should just take a second to talk about the

Population Estimates Program and t.he challenge program.

As we described bèfore, ât the nationaf, SLate, and

county l-evel-, basícally we are starting with the Census 2000

count. Then we are addíng in births and subtracting deaths

for that locatíon, and then doing an adjustment for

migration, both international domestic. So for someone that

immigrated into the U.S. from Europe or wherever, \^/e use the

American Community Survey to do that. We also I'ook at

migration wíthin States and within counLies, across countíes,

and we use the rRS data typícally to do that. That is what

we call the ADREC data and we believe that methodology is

performing very wel-I.

At the sub-county l-evel, for example for Toledo, what we

would use is the housing unit method. So we would start with

the estimate of the number of housing unit.s in Toledo in

2000. Then we take what the occupancy rate was in 2000 and

what the persons per househol-d was in 2000, and we al-so have

an adjustment for group quarters. Right now, the Population

Est.imates Program for this sub-county level data is using the

Census 2000 average persons per household and the Census 2000
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occupancy rate.

I can give you an example for Fl-int, Michigan of what

the impact is of this methodology. Our 2008 population

estimate for Flint, Michigan is L72,900 individuals. In the

challenge met.hod, people come in and teIl us they have

additional housíng units. V[hen they do that, we use the

Census 2000 average per persons per household and we use the

occupancy rate. So, for example in Flint, the occupancy rat.e

in Census 2000 was 81.9 percent. From our most recenL

American Community Survey, whích is the three-year estimate

spanning 2005 through 2007, the occupancy rate is 78.5

percent. By using the existing challenge method, which uses

Census 2000, we woul-d have estimated a popul-ation growth in

Flint of 9.3 percent. If we actually updated that persons

per household and the occupancy rate using the most current

data, Flint would have had a reduction of 6.4 percent.

So what I want to clarify is the challenge process. We

invite any locality to challenge. Typically, of the 39,000

jurisdict.ions that we publish data for, about 100 ask for a

challenge proposal package and about 64 actually challenge.

lVhen they challenge, if they can come in and demonstrate to

us that they have additional- housing units, then we will go

back and use the Census 2000 persons per household and t.he

Census 2000 occupancy rate.

Given, âs you are talking about Congress\^/oman, the
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decline in occupancy rate, the challenge biases the

population estimates up. So if we flash forward a year or

two, we probably do noL want to be using the 201-0 average

persons per household or the 2OIO occupancy rate. So this is

one of t.he things that we have on our research agenda, to

look at t.he housing unit estimate component, which is

sub-county, and to al-so take another look at the challenge

process itself.

Now, what are we doing to improve the count? Vrle are

going to spend over $300 million on paid advertising with a

huge increase in the advertising that goes into the local

areas. Probably the biggest single thing we are going to do

is we are going to have nearly 2,900 partnership specialists

working in our local- of f ices. V'Ie will have nearly 500 focal

Census offices scattered across the U.S.

In Census 2OO0 we had about 600 people reaching out to

locaI organizaLions. This time it is more like 2,900- So

the/ are the fol,ks, they are the trusted voices that we want

to be in Tol-edo to convince the Mayor to convince others to

form a Complete Count Committee. We will work with you to

improve t.hat count. In brief , that is what we are doing.

Ms. KAPTUR. Mr. Chairman, I am sure my time has expired

but ín a commun'ity like Toledo, over L2 percent of our

housing stock is now foreclosed and the rate is rising. I

was ín a neighborhood in Cleveland, Ohio, no\^/ declared the
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poorest city in America over the weekend, we \^Iere ín S1avic

Vi1lage, a neighborhood where they claim 75 percent of t.he

homes have been foreclosed. I just wonder, when you go door

to door and when you sent out material, how you really find

the people that used to l-ive in those homes.

Mr. MESENBOURG. So what we have done through the address

canvassing is identify all of the addresses. If it exists,

it is on the address list. We did not attempt to make a

determination whether it was occupied or vacant because

obviously that coul-d change by April of 2010. We think we

have done a good job in terms of identifying the addresses.

What we are doing is taking a look at our procedures for

the non-response follow-up. You are 100 percent correct. If

that is a vacant housing unit and we mail out a census form,

we are not going to get a census form mailed back. So

starting May 1-st in 2010, \^¡e are going to send an enumerator

out to knock on that door. In some cases it is obvious that

that is a vacant housing unit. In other cases, it is not so

obvious. In some cases, maybe someone el-se is living there

or multíple families are living there.

We know that is going to be a challenge. That has got

to be part of our communication message to get trust.ed

voices. If someone is doubling up in a housing unit, they

need to actually report that accurately. If they don'L, we

wil-l miss people.
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Mr. CLAY. ,Just on that point, Ms. Kaptur, I would hope

that the Bureau's research woul-d bring to light that there

may need to be different. methodologíes in this era of housing

foreclosures and post-Katrina.

T was down in New Orleans for the address canvassing.

Bel-ieve you me, the enumerators do not have an easy time.

They have to go up to buil-dings that may look vacant but

there are electríc wires going into the buildings so perhaps

there is someone living there. They have to keep coming back

day after day to figure it out. So their task is not easy

either.

Hopefully the research will bring us a ne\^/ methodology.

Ms. I(APTUR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I know that we

will have between 10 million and 20 million people in this

Country whose homes will be foreclosed by next year. That. ís

a shocking figure.

Mr. CLAY. But the people are somewhere, though.

Let me go to our colleague from Georgia, Mr.

Westmoreland. You are recognized for five minutes.

Mr. WESTMORELAND. Thank yoü, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Mesenbourg, I want just to clarify that. You can't

do the 20L0 Census based on where people are living in 2009,

correct?

Mr. MESENBOURG. That is correct.

Mr. I/'IESTMORELAND. You have to wait until you send the
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forms out in 2010?

Mr. MESENBOURG. That is correct. The address canvassing

has been to build as complete a list of housing unit

addresses as we can. Then that is the vehicle t.o help us

deliver report forms.

Mr. WESTMORELAND. That is being done with the handheld

computers, correct?

Mr. MESENBOURG. That was done with the handhel-d

computers.

Mr. V'IESTMORELAND. In prior testimony that you have given

in front. of this CommitLee, you stated that a lot of the data

that you get does come from local city and county

governments. Is that correct as far as housing sLarts,

permits, birt.hs, and deaths?

Mr. MESENBOURG. Wel1, the construction information wil-l-

come from the local- government permit office. Information on

births and deaths come from the vit.al record agencies, not

f rom the l-ocal government.

Mr. WESTMORELAND. But you do get some information from

Iocal governments?

Mr. MESENBOURG. Certainly, in terms of the updates to

our construction program and ne\^I construction activity. So

any construction that has occurred since we finished address

canvassing near the end of ,June and bef ore we do the census,

we will be getting building permits flowed to us from 1oca1
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governments. We will have an opportunity to send an

enumeraLor out to actually collect information from those new

units. That will happen in late JuIy and August of 2OlO.

Mr. VüESTMORELAND. Mr. Mesenbourg, you say that you have

been at the Census Bureau for 36 years. Is that correct?

Mr. MESENBOURG. That is correct. Maybe it is almost 37.

Mr. WESTMORELAND. So this ís not your first rodeo when

it comes to the census. V'Iould you say that the process of

doing the census has gotten better over t.he years?

Mr. MESENBOURG. I think it has become more challenging

íf we look at. just the diversity in terms of additional-

languages and the recent economic problems that the Nation

has faced. f think it is cl-ear that t.his is going to be one

of our most challenging censuses.

We feel we have the procedures in place to conduct a

successfuf census but we bel-ieve our partnership program

especially is key to deliver that message, to mobilize the

communitíes. I think we have al-l been very impressed by the

energy of the different constituencies and how committed they

all- are to making this a successful census. T t.hink having

nearly 2,900 partnership specialists in the fíe1d is going to

be key f or us to connect \^ríth local- areas. Of course, we

will hire Iocaltry also. That is a key strategy.

Mr. V'IESTMORELAND. ,fust to go back over a littl-e bít of

your Population Estimates Program, it is my understanding
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that you start off with the decennial number or the census.

Mr. MESENBOURG. The census count, right.

Mr. WESTMORELAND. Then you add births and subtract

deaths, is that true?

Mr. MESENBOURG. That is true.

Mr. WESTMORELAND. Then I guess for the internal

migration, Iet us say =ome'body moves from Patrick's district

to a good Congressional district. in Georgia FE

[Laughter. I

Mr. V'IESTMORELAND. What kind of data woul-d you use to

track that?

Mr. MESENBOURG. For the population that is under 65, \^/e

use the IRS tax data to do that year to year movemenL. That

has about 80 percent coverage of the population. For the

population 65 or older, I^/e use the Medicare information. We

use that address information on that..

Mr. WESTMORELAND. Okay, so that is kind of your formula

for coming up with that. Now, how about the American

Community Survey? Can you kind of explain how you use t.hat?

Mr. MESENBOURG. V'Iel-], the American Community Survey is

the replacement for the otd long form. In 1990 , 2000, and

previous censuses, one in six households got a long form.

And it. was long. It was over 50 pages. That was the source

of all the social, economic, and household informatíon. Vüe

have replaced that once in a decade long form survey with the
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American Community Survey.

The Amerícan Community Survey samples about 250,000

househol-ds a month and then publishes data annually. In

September, probably September 22nd, w€ will produce the 2008

estimates for all jurisdictions with a population of 65,000

or more. Then in December, we will produce the three-year

estimate, which will- be 2006, 200J, and 2008, for all-

jurisdictions \,üit.h a population over 20,000. Next December

will be the first t.ime we produce the five-year estimate and

that will go down t.o the very smallest geographic areas.

So it is really the primary source of the social,

economic data like poverty statistics, income, information on

disabilities, and so on.

Mr. WESTMORELAND. I have one final- question, if I could,

Mr. Chairman. I know that the population estimates t.hat you

have had, at least from the numbers that r have seen, that

over the past three decades you have been real"Iy I guess plus

or minus about 2.5 percent of the decennial number. Is that

correct?

Mr. MESENBOURG. That is correct. In 1990 and 2000, it

was about 2.5 or 2.4 percent under the census number.

Mr. WESTMORELAND. In one year it was over?

Mr. MESENBOURG. I think both years it was under but I

can double check that.

Mr. WESTMORELAND. Both years \^/ere under a little bit?
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Okay. But 2.5 percent based on t.he information you are

getting is pretty darn close. r want to commend you and t.he

people at the Census Bureau for the job you have done.

I yield back, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. CLAY. We will do a second round of questioning with

this panel . I will start with ¡tlr. Mesenbourg.

Tell me how does the Census Bureau notify other Federal

departments of changes in population?

Mr. MESENBOURG. WelI, we produce the population

estimates on a regular schedule. Let me just use the 2008

population estimate. So in December of 2008, we provided the

national and the Stat.e population estimate for 2008. In

March of 2009, wê produced the county-l-eveI population

estimates. Then, âs of .TuIy 1st, we produced the sub-county

level. So we just put those statistics out ín the last

couple of weeks.

Mr. CLAY. You share that with Federal- agencies?

Mr'. MESENBOURG. It is on the website and I think a1I of

the agencies that are using populat.ion estimates data ín

their formulas are very famil-iar with the release schedule.

Mr. CLAY. Okay. Mr. Mesenbourg, along those same lines,

is there a plan afoot to put a moratorium on the census

challenge program?'

Mr. MESENBOURG. Well, the sub-county data, using our

schedule, would come out inJuly of 2010, basically a year
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from nor¡r. So we will put a moratorium on the 2OO9 challenges

because by the time we woul-d evafuate and produce those daLa,

information from the 2OlO Census will be produced at the

State level no later than December 31st , 2070.

Mr. CLAY. So we are t.alking six months? How Iong will

Lhe moratorium last?

Mr. MESENBOURG. Let me be cl-ear. There wil-I be no

challenge process on the 2009 estimate because by the time we

would act on it, we will have better 201-0 Census data. Now,

when we come to calendar year 2010, Lhen we have the

estimates from the decennial census so vle do not produce

public estimates of t.he popul-ation estimates for 201-0. The

census counls stand as the count.

Mr. CLAY. Thank you so much for t.hat response.

Let me go to Mr. Richardson. Mr. Richardson, I and many

others have concerns about the design of formulas that

correct the under-count and result in an increased number in

the population count yet and yield fewer monies to the

municipatities because of the increase. This is the resuft

of apptying a mechanism called a growth fag. The growth Iag

is to assist areas with stagnant population growth. Low

income areas normally have populat.ion growth and weal-thier

areas tend to have fewer children and more stagnant growth.

Can you show me where the benefit of having the growth

lag applied to these under-counts counteracts the loss of
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funds ín t.hese poorer areas t.hat seemíngly would need the

funding more?

Mr. RICHARDSON. I think that is an excellent. poínt. The

growth lag variable in the CDBG formufa was developed in t.he

L970s to try to address the needs of a lot of communities at

that time that were facing significant population loss due to

a number of factors. The formula was put into statute and

has not been changed.

HUD has done a number of studies looking at the

different variables, including growth 1ag, and how weII they

target the need. Growth lag does have the problems you note.

Communities that are relatively well-off communities that

have had populations that stayed the same or gone down even

because of smal-l-er household sizes, they get substantial

grants under the Community Development Block Grant Program,

as do other communities that are seriously distressed. Saint

Louis, Detroit, and Tol-edo get substantial amount of funding

because they have lost population since 1960.

In the studies we have done, there are recommendations

on how that could be fixed to make the formula so that it

doesn't create these anomafies and so it ensures that t.he

money is directed to the communities that most need it. As I

noted earlier, President Obama in his 201-0 budget proposal

has indicated a desire to work with the Congress to try to

make the changes to make this formula target better.
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Mr. CLAY. Yes. Let us begin by you sharing those

studies with the Subcommíttee.

Mr. RICIaRDSON. ebsolutely. We wil-l- provide you a copy

of that study. In fact, I have one with me. I can l-eave

that with your staff.

Mr. CLAY. Thank you so 'much.

I will recognize my colleague from North Caro1ina, Mr.

McHenry.

Mr. MCHENRY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Mesenbourg/

there has been some discussion about Hurricane Katrina. It

was devastating and still is a devastating event for the GuIf

Coast. Some parts of the GuIf Coast region still haven't

recovered. The Chairman discussed the difficulties of the

address canvassing there.

But to look at how devastating that was, it was

obviously a horribLe event for the people of the Gulf Coast,

but to look at Lhe data that the Census Bureau produced, I

have given you two tables, Table 1 and Table 2, that come

from your Bureau. One is about East Baton Rouge Parish and

the other is about Orleans Parish. New Orleans and Baton

Rouge, in essence. These are your populatíon estimates for

those two counties. You can see the massive l-oss of

population in Orleans parish and the uptick in East Baton

Rouge. It is obvious to deduce that some moved to East Baton

Rouge. In Table 2, you actually determine where people
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migrated from, too.

Coutd you talk about a study by three people that tott

for you, Roger Johnson, Justin Bland, and Charles Coleman,

who tracked the disl-ocation of people as they l-eft the path

of Katrina and the aftermath?

Mr. MESENBOURG. Cert.ainly. Of course, Katrina posed

real- challenges to the population estimates. I tal-ked about

how at the county level- \¡/e start with Census 2000, add

births, subLract deaths, and then use the tax records and the

Medicare records to try to estimate migrat.ion' One of the

first things that happened post-Katrina is that the IRS

provided I think it was a six month extension in Lerms of

filing Laxes. It was cfear that we had to come up with a

different way of tracking that migration.

What we did is we availed ourselves of the Postal

Service National Change of Address record. Vrle identified aIl

the housing units and the individuals pre-Katrina. Then,

using this postal change of address, we found out where they

moved to. They not only moved, of course, within Louísiana-

They moved to Houston. They moved to Atlanta.

The study you referred to, Congressman McHefltY,

basically shows large maps of exactly where all- of those

people that we identified pre-Katrína, where they ended up.

I guess I would see that as a demonstration that when

faced with reaL challenges, the staff can come up with a way
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We knew we needed to do somethingto produce the data.

there.

Mr. MCHENRY. Are there additional administrative data

that you used aside from the Postal Service or r^tas that the

crux of it here?

Mr. ylnSeNeOUne. It was primarily this National Change of

Address record - Once we founb. out where the people had

actually moved, then we coul-d also leverage the other

administrative record data. But the real challenge was to

find out where they had migrated to from New Orleans.

Mr. MCHENRY. Okay. That is t.he Table 2. I am sorry we

don't have it for t.he screens. Unfortunately, Lhe screens

are noL working today.

How confident are you in these estimates?

Mr. MESENBOURG. Quite confident.. I think they have been

vetted by fo1ks. Given the extraordinary challenges that the

New Orleans area faced, I think this is about as good a job

as an agency can do in terms of tracking those individual-s.

Mr. MCHENRY. Okay. Has the Mayor of New Orleans

quibbled with the data?

Mr. MESENBOURG. I bel-ieve the Mayor has challenged the

population estimate. That is not unusual. As I say, we

typically have about 65 primarily larger cities that

challenge the estimate.
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Mr. MESENBOURG. It is a very open procedure to

challenge. If jurisdictions have t.he data to support an

increase in their number of housing units, then typically

they are going to win the challenge process.

Mr. MCHENRY. Oh, I see. So you do incorporate that on a

regular basis?

MT. MESENBOURG. YCS.

Mr. MCHENRY. Okay. Additionally, is it more difficult

to track race and ethnicity fol-Iowing Katrina? fs that an

additional challenge because of using different.

administratíve data? Or is ít hard to say?

Mr. MESENBOURG. I don't want to give you the wrong

ans\¡/er. We provide the race data at a certain level- . We do

produce the race information at the county leve1. I am

confident in it at that level. We do not produce the race

data at the sub-county level. It is the total population

that we are producing there. So f or Ful-ton County, we woul-d

be confident in that number.

Mr. MCHENRY. Thank You, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. CLAY. Thank You, Mr. McHenrY.

This panel will be dismíssed and we will set up for the

second panel. Thank you a1I for your testimony today.

[Recess. ]

Mr. CLAY. The meeting wil-l come back to order. We will

now hear from our second pane1.
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Our first witness will be Mr. Carleton Finkbeiner, who

is the Mayor of Toledo, Ohio. As Mayor of Toledo, he has

helped bring new Iiving opportunities to the downtown area.

The Mayor is also active in the U.S. Conference of Mayors and

was a National- Chairman of Rebuild America. Thank you for

being here, Mr. Mayor.

Next we will hear from Mr. Robert Bowser, who is the

Mayor of the City of East Orange, New Jersey. It is good to

see you again. Vüel-come back. Mayor Bowser is the founder of

the New,Jersey Conference of Black Mayors and was sel-ected as

President in 2003. He is also a member of the U.S.

Conference of Mayors and is Vice Chair of the 2OIO Census

Taskforce.

Our third witness is Mr. Arturo Vargas is the Executive

Director of the National Association of Latino Elected and

Appointed Officials, a national membership organization of

Latino policy makers and their supporters. He is a

natíonally' recognized expert in Latino demographic trends,

efectoral partícipatíon, voting rights, the census, and

redistricting. He currentl-y serves on the 20LO Census

Advisory Committee. Welcome back to the Committee, Mr.

Vargas.

Our final witnesS is Mr. Jamie Alderslade. He is the

Director of External Rel-ations at Social Compact, a

non-profit agency dedicated to fostering private investment
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in inner city communities. He works on projects that utilize

asset-based information as a platform for consensus between

Iocal governments, investors, and communities to promote

sustainable investment in the under-served urban

neighborhoods. Welcome, Mr. Alderslade.

Wefcome to aLl of you. Thank you for appearing today

before the Subcommittee. It ís the policy of this CommiLtee

to swear in all witnesses before they testify. I woul-d like

to ask you to stand and raise your right hand. Do you

solemnly swear to teII the truth, the whole truth, and

nothing but the truth?

[V'Iitnesses respond in the af f irmative. ]

Mr. CLAY. Thank you. You may be seated. Let the record

refl-ect that the witnesses answered in the affirmative.

Each of you will- have five minutes to make an opening

statement. Your complete written testimony will be included

in the hearing record.

Mayor Finkbeiner, you may proceed with your opening

statement.
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STATEMENTS OF CARLETON FTNKBETNER, MAYOR, CITY OF TOLEDO,

OHIO; ROBERT BOWSER, MAYOR, CITY OF EAST ORANGE, NEW JERSEY;

ARTURO VARGAS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL ASSOCIAT]ON OF

LATINO ELECTED AND APPO]NTED OFFTCTALS; AND JAM]E ALDERSLADE,

DTRECTOR OF EXTERNAL RELATIONS, THE SOCIAL COMPACT,

INCORPORÄ,TED

STATEMENT OF CARLETON F]NKBEINER

Mr. FINKBEINER. Thank you, Chairman CIay. I appreciate

this opportunity a great deal.

f have been mayor of Toledo for L2 years. My

experiences in attempting to get an accurate count of Toledo

during that 1,2 year period of time have been rather

frustrating. That we why we hired Social Compact on the

recommendation of the Mayor of Cincinnati, Mark Mallory,

where Social- Compact had helped them significantly.

I think f can speak today with perhaps as much knowledge

as any Mayor coming before yoü, not because I am a Mayor but

because f was a census leader in L970 in Toledo, Ohio. f

want to teIl you what I learned from that. experience.

Many of my counters were elderly females. Vüe began the

census count in affluent, upper middle and middle class
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neíghborhoods. My elderly enumerators felt very comfortable

as they wal-ked up and knocked on the doors of rather

spacious, extremely well-kept, and trendy suburban-type

households. My enumerators enjoyed themselves immensely.

As the weeks progressed and my enumerators completed

their tasks in these middle class neighborhoods, they

methodically worked their way towards central city Toledo.

As they did, their enthusiasm began to taper off. Their

gusto for enumerating poor neighborhoods of significant

diversity became really and readily apparent.

With multiple story apartment buíIdings as part of their

daily agenda, I began to l-ose my cre\,\I. Ult.imately, of the

three dozen members of my staff that began, one remained to

tackle central city Toledo neighborhoods. Even though others

were brought onboard, they did not have the same degree of

training and enthusiasm my initial crer,rls did. I began to

worry about a serious under-counting of the poor, the

disadvantaged, and men and women of cofor.

In the 40 years that have gone by since, there are more

poor peopte than ever living in the hearts of our cities,

including Toledo. Some are homeless men and women. Some are

regular visitors at the shelters that provide food on a daily

basis. ot.hers have been released from mental hospitals and

seek counsel-ing and medicines. These men and women cling to

the heart of the city where assistance is available and they
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are abl-e to fit in as opposed to looking extremely out of the

normal in those suburban and middle class enclaves I

mentioned earlier.

Fast forward to my 12 years as Mayor. I asked my

Neighborhoods Department staff to help me estimate how many

,Jane and,John Does were being left uncounLed. It is the John

and Jane Does who need the help of the Federal Government as

well as State and l-ocal governments, 501(c) (3)s, and

non-profit agencies.

If people are not counted because U.S. Census workers

are tentative at best as they count the central- city,

marching door to door, aparLment to apartment, homeless

shel-ter to homeless shel-ter, how can we ensure we are

identifying all of our citizens?

one thing I know for sure is that there are more men and

women living in mobile housing unit conditions in bleaker

environments and in growing numbers today than back in L970

when I had my experience. These men and \^/omen desperately

need the help of our Federal Government and our Federal

agencies. Our responsibility is to find out how to get each

and every one of these men and women counted by the U.S.

census.

During the past few years, there have been numerous

reports saying that the City of Toledo, âs wel-l- as Lucas

County, is tosing population. In preparation for our 201-0
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Census, the staff of the Toledo Planning Commission at my

direction and with t.he help of Social Compact identified over

7-,400 addresses previously not recorded on the U-S. Census

Bureau's current address l-ist. This confirmed my suspicion

that there was a poputation under-count of housing units from

2OOO Lo 2oo'7 itt å" City of Toledo.

In fact, the adjusted estimàte meant that Toledo's

population in 2OO7 v¡as actually higher than in 2000, far from

declíníng as had been consistently reported over several-

years. To the credit of the Department of Commerce and the

U.S. Census Bureau, they acknowledged that Tol-edo had a

population of 316,851, some 2L,822 more people than the U.S-

Census Bureau's original 2000 population estimate. The date

of that acknowledgment was January 9, 2009. I attach a copy

of the letter.

To my surprise, ofl June 2nd, 2009, I was sent a l-etter

from HUD's Office of the Assistant Secretary for Community

Planning and Development. It stated that as a resuft of

Toledo's successful challenge, the city wilI actually be

receiving ç293,585 less in Community Development Block Grant

funding ín fiscal year 2009. A copy of that letter is also

attached.

CDBG entitlement community grants are a vital source of

funding from HUD direct.ly to To1edo. The ability to use the

grants flexibly allows my administration the freedom to
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respond to the very specific housing and development needs of

Tofedo's l-ow and moderate income communities. At a time when

great efforts are being made to stimulate the economY, CDBG

funding serves a vítal-ly important role in t.hat endeavor.

Having successfully participated in the Census chal-Ienge

program, we expected to receive a larger al-Iocation in CDBG

funding, particularly because there are more poor men and

. women now moving towards the centers of our cities, including

Toledo, than ever before. If there are more peop]e in the

City of Toledo, âs confirmed by Federal Government, with

increasing poverty and unempfo)rment, and ours tops at about

1,2 percent, \^/hy \^/outd the City of Tol-edo's CDBG allocation be

reduced? I can only conclude that the CDBG allocation

formula needs to be addressed t.o rectify the situation facing

t.he City of Toledo.

In closing, the City of Toledo, regardless of current

formula al-locations, will continue to strive for accurate

data for investment and planning purposes. We will continue

to work cooperatively with our community and the U.S. Census

Bureau to make sure every Tol-edoan is counted.

Each human being is given a name at birth. Until death,

they are to remain a concern of a caring society. Wíthout a

name or an identity, they may as well be condemned to death.

None of us want that. Therefore, Iet us make sure every

person is counted.
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I have one concluding comment. A death occurred in our

community 48 hours ago. The man that died was 68 years of

age. He had been a homeless man in Boston for about 15 to 20

years. He was born and raised in Toledo. He got some aid

and assistance when he was ín Boston and his family urged him

to come back to the family home in Toledo. Fifteen years ago

he reLurned. The Last 15 years, that man has made such an

ímpact on life in the neighborhood in which he líved. He

still looked very skinny, very bearded, and very disheveled

and he rode a bike everywhere. But that man was going t.o

Board of Education meetings. He was going to Social Services

meetings and Criminal Justice meetings. That man made such a

difference.

It was about 10 days ago that he unfortunately was

knocked off his bike by a youngster and hit his head on the

pavement. He was in a coma for 1-0 days. Our community came

to a stop for l-O days while Bob was in a coma in a hospital.

He died 48 hotrrs ago.

That man was once homeless. Because he was ídentified

as a real person as a result of the Boston metropolítan area

Social Servíces people, he came back and made a very, very

signifícant contribution to Toledo the last 15 years of his

l-ife. He will be deeply'missed. That is why every man or

woman needs to be counted.
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Mr. CLAY. Thank you so much, Mr. Mayor, for your

testimony. Mayor Bowser, you are recognized for five

minutes.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT BOWSER

Mr. BOWSER. Good afLernoon. Chairman CIay, Ranking

Member McHenry, and Members of the Subcommittee. I am always

glad to be in Washington to see where my money is going.

On behalf of the City of East Orange, New,Jersey, I urge

atl- of our people to be counted in the 20lO Census.

Everyone's participat.ion is vitat to ensure our voices are

heard in Congress. A complete count al-so almost guarantees

our community would get its fair share of Federal dollars,

which woul-d mean money for schools, hospitals, roads, and

social services. This counL includes the homeless, the

legal, and the undocumented. We are aII entitl-ed t.o the same

services provided wíthin our city. It is easy, important,

and saf e to participat.e. All of this information is

confidential.

To ensure an accurate count in the City of Each Orange,

we plan to engage our community with a Leam of people,

coordinators and leaders of various ethnic backgrounds, who

look l-ike and speak the same language as the peopl-e we are
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counting.

A complete and accurate count means a sustainable,

better way of life for all people. Historically in the City

of East Orangg, wê believe that the last two census counts

\¡/ere seriously flawed, resulting in an under-count in excess

of 1-2 percent.

As a cíty, we rely on accurate population figures for

all- county, State, and Federal applications for grants and

supplemental aid for many if not all programs. In this

present economy, municipal government has to fight for and

look for fiscal. help wherever it is available. The census

figures are the one common factor in all applications and the

compelling argument for jurisdictions in need. We at the

l-ocal level- must meet our obligation to provide services and

the opportunity for services for all our constituents.

At this hearing, we \^¡ere asked to comment on the impact

of the under-count on funding formulas and how this would

af f ect l-ocal- communities . First, let me say that it is

important to distinguish between concerns about funding

formulas and the concerns about allocations under the

formulas. The question of whether funding formulas are

designed properly and whether they take into account the

conditions Congress desires to address is separate from the

question of the accuracy of the data used to allocate funds

under the formulas.
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Without going into the details about CDBG funding, there

are two formul-as, A and B. Both of them rely on census data.

When they are calculated, the formula, either A or B, that

gives more justification for funds, that is the one that is

used. Under these formufas, jurisdictions always receive

more funds than the total amount available through

appropriations. To bring the allocation within the

appropriated amount HUD uses, they nse a pro-rated reduction

that may be different annuallY.

If East Orange's population is not correctly calculated

in the most recent census, the argument could be made that

neither formufa A nor B can be cal-culated accurately to

allocate to this jurisdict.ion because 50 percent of formul-a A

and. 20 percent of formufa B rely on the accurate population

count. Even if one formula is used instead of the other, an

inaccurate census count could greatly ímpact East Orange's

CDBG allocation, ensuring this jurisdiction receives less

than the community need.

AIso, the U.S. Department's of Housing and Urban

Development formula calculations rely on several factors that

are directly impacted when the U.S. Census Bureau

under-counts, especiatty because in East Orange we al-so have

a high number of house rentals and apartment units.

Let me just give you a little information about the City

of East Orange. Vrle are only 3 .9 square miles but 83 percent
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of our buildable land is residential. We were cut in half by

the Garden State Parkway and then we were quartered by

Interstate 280. We are 15 miles from New York and we border

six other towns or cities right along t.he City of Newark.

The U.S. Conference of Mayors Metro Economies Committee

reported that of citìes within t.he category of 50,0OO to

100,000 people, East Orange has the'highest percentage of

people of color in all of the United States of America. It

is cl-ose to 95 percent.

One other factor that we found out is that home

ownership in the City of East Orange was l-ess than 35 percent

eight years ago. Because of the census and the fact that it

\^ras inaccurate, we went out and checked about 40 of the

census tracks. We had no means to challenge that count. But

because of that fact that that percentage of home ownership

was so low, we went into a first time home buyers program.

V'lhat we did was to educate the population. We made sure \^7e

helped people get their credit better and we gave them

counseling. Now, in 2009, \^/e are at 47 petcent home ownership

and we have avoided a lot of the foreclosures in our city

because of the fact that we l^Iere challenging some of the

census numbers in our own right.

Al-so in our city, compounding our problem is that of

homes that are one and two families, 40 percent of them are

owned by senior citizens. Of that number, 43 percent of them
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are on fixed income, retired, and have no mortgage. Every

time we look to increase taxes, this is the group that is

most vulnerable.

When you look at and tal-k about under-counting, the

historic fact is the factors that affect an under-count are

people of cofor, 1ow income populations, immigrants with

limited English proficiency, young people, and unemployed

people. The City of East Orange is in a lot of trouble

because that fits our demographics right a\^/ay.

What we need to do to make sure is that we count

everybody. ff you take a few things that you can use as

parameters, because our population right now is said to be,

with all of the adjustments and I have no idea how they make

them, 69,824 people, but if you l-ook at our water

consumption, it should be somewhere around 77,000 people. If

you look at our school- population, which includes public

schools, charter schools, private schools, and day care, it

should be somewhere between 73,000 and 75,000. If you look

at solid waste disposal, it should be somewhere around 72,000

people.

Something went awry at the first count. In this count

coming up, if it is wrong in the first year, it is wrong for

the next nine years. That is a problem.

fPrepared statement for Mr. Bowser fo]-l-ows:l
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Mr. Vargas, you are
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Thank you, Mr. MaYor.

five minutes.

STATEMENT OF ARTURO VARGAS

Mr. VARGAS. Thank you, Mr. chairman and Ranking Member

McHenry, for the opportunity to appear before you on behalf

of the NALEO Educational Fund

You know, a successful- census requireS an accurate count

of the estimated 41 million Latinos in the Nation. Vrle are

the second largest populat.ion group and the fastest growíng

populatíon. An under-count of the Latino population means a

f ail-ed census. It will skew the distribution of Federal-

resources Lo States and local-íLies.

Many of the Federal programs affocated using census data

are critical to the education and health of Latino families,

such as the Department,s of Education Title I grants and

Department'S of Heal-th and Human Services Head Start and

SCHIP programs. These programs are just three of the Federal

initiat.ives that have proven successful in helping children

living in poverty to succeed in school and lead healthy

lives. Without accurate 201-0 Census data, we woul-d not be

abte to accurately assess the number of chil-dren in need nor

al-l-ocate sufficient resources for them'
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An under-count of the Latíno population will al-so have a

significant impact on the fair distribut.ion of Federal

funding to States and cities with large Latino populations.

Nearly hal-f of the Nation's Federal funding al-located usíng

census data ís distributed to nine States where nearly 80

percent of the Nation's Latinos reside. These amounts range

from $3.5 billion for New Mexico to nearl-y ç42 billion for

Calífornia. In addition, $43 billion in Federa1 funding

al-locations that rely on census data, about 11 percent of the

Nation's t.otal , are distributed to the five metropolitan

areas where one out of four Latinos 1ive.

Latino elected officials at the State and local levels

know the harm caused by the under-count. In my written

testimony, we present four examples of elected officials

around the Country who are dealing with the problems caused

by the under-count. These officials recommend changes to the

Bureau's census challenge proglîam to ensure that yearly

population .estimates are more accurate. The Latino elected

offícial-s we have surveyed recommend that the Bureau help

jurisdictions to better understand the data and evidence

required for a successful challenge and the criteria that the

Bureau use to accept challenges.

To help avoid an under-count and the harm that it

brings, wê offer the following recommendations for the 2010

Census:
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First, Congress must provide the Census Bureau with

sufficient funding to conduct the census. The House has

approved Census funding that is ç206 million below the

President's request. This seems to be the result of a

misunderstanding between House appropriators and the

Department of Commerce over certain carryover funds. The

Senate Appropriations Committee has approved Census funding

at a level closer to the President's request. We urge the

Senate to adopt the Committee recommendation and urge

appropriators to restore the ç206 mil-lion in conference that

appears to have been inadvertently cut by the House.

Second, the U.S. Senate must expeditiously confirm the

nomination of the Director of the Census Bureau. The delay

on Dr. Groves's confirmation is impairing the ability of the

Bureau to proceed on track.

Third, the Census Bureau must implement. a communications

and outreach plan that takes into account the current

economic and social- realities. The security measures

implemented after September AA, including provisions of the

Patriot Act, have raised concerns about confidentiality.

Hurricane Katrina and other natural disasters have displaced

thousands of residents. We are in the worst economic crisis

since the Great Depression with thousands having lost their

homes through foreclosures. Millions are living disengaged

from our Country's civic life. The paid advertísing campaign
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needs to reach these Americans.

As a member of the Joint Advisory Advertising Review

Pane1, I joined with my fellow members in raising concerns

about the proposed advertising campaign that was initially

developed. We are heartened to see that the communications

contractors have taken into consideration the views of the

,fAARP and have retooled the messaging of the campaign. Last

week, we were presented with a plan tha-t was much more

cohesíve, better promoted the confidentiality and safety of

the census, and reflected the economic times.

This retool-ed campaign will need further testing and

refinement but time is of the essence. We encourage Congress

to continue its vigilance over Lhis crucial- component of the

20tO communications plan.

In addition, the lack of an English language paid media

strategy directed at Latinos is problematic. The Census

Bureau will fail to reach a large segment of the hard to

count population if it relies exclusively on Spanish language

media to reaèh all Latinos.

Special strategies wilI also be required to count

immigrants because our Nation's ongoing ímmigration policy

debate has exacerbated their fear of contact with Government

agencies and have increased hate crimes. The Bureau must use

strat.egies that overcome this distrust and all publíc

agencies must work to promote public confidence in the
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census.

The Census Bureau must ensure that its 2OIO workforce

reflects the diversity of the Nation's population from its

highest managerial positions to its field enumerators '

Latinos are the most under-represented segment of the

Bureau's permanent *otkfot.., comprising less than 6

percent. As the Bureau continues to dèploy its massive

workforce, it must hire a diverse group of top managers to

lead its regional operations.

To effectively reach the hard to count population, the

Bureau must also hire enumerators who are familiar with loca1

communities and their residents. In many neighborhoods,

these workers must be bil-ingual We have heard reports from

some areas that sufficient bilingual enumerators are not

available to hire, particularly in areas with emerging

populatíons.

Congress should closely monitor the implementation of

the Census in Schools Program. This was one of the success

stories of Census 2000. We are concerned that we are not

going to hawe the same aggressive implementation of Census in

Schools in 2010 that we had in 2000.

Finally, Congress musL reject any proposals that would

prevent t.he fu1l enumeration of every U.S. resident in the

census. These proposals are contrary to the fundamental-

precepts of our Constitution that call- for a fuII count of
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every person residing in the Nation. We strongly condemn the

efforts of a smal-l- group of extremists and even a Member of

this legislative body calling for a census boycott.

Encouraging anyone to not particípate in the census is simply

wrong.

The NALEO Educational Fund remains committed to being a

partner with the Congress and the Administration in ensuring

the sû.ccess of the 2OLO count. We look forward to working

with you on this and I l-ook forward to any questions you may

have.

fPrepared statement of Mr. Vargas follows:]
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Mr. CLAY. Thank You, Mr. Vargas, for your testimony.

Thank you for the work you do.

Mr. Al-derslade, you are recognized for f ive minutes.

STATEMENT OF JAMIE ALDERSLADE

Mr. ALDERSLADE. Good afternoon, Chairman Clay. Good

afternoon, Ranking Member McHenry. Good afternoon,

Congresswoman Kaptur. Many thanks for this opportunity t.o

discuss the important matter of how census data is used in

Federal formulae.

On a personal note, I came to this Country four years

ago to Social Compact and now I am testifying on Capitol

HilI. It is incredible.

lLaughter. l

Mr. ALDERSLADE. Today, I wanL to make three brief

points. Accurat.e démographic data is critically important as

a componenL of driving sustainable economic development in

our cities, especially in our under-served neighborhoods.

Close collaborative partnership between local governments and

the Census Bureau is the Nation's most important driver for

generating that data. Thirdly,' every conceivable effort.

should be made to ensure that the evolution and strengthening

of thís vital partnership between the Census Bureau and the

84
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cities continues.

If there is one l-esson that we have l-earnt over the

course of 10 years of conducting our pioneering drill-down

research in 350 under-served neighborhoods across this

Country, where we found under-served neighborhoods to be far

larger, far safer, and with far great.er buying power than

previously thought, is that. information matters. There is no

more important source of information in this Country than

that produced by the Census Bureau.

As you have heard from my fellow esteemed panelists,

census data defines ewerything from how much Federal- and

State funding a city may receive to its prospects for

aLtracting investments. V{hen demographic data is accurate,

investment decisions are more informed, policy more refined,

and funding allocations fairer.

To ensure accurate census information, it is imperative

that there are strong partnerships between local- governments

and the Census Bureau. Vüe therefore fully support the Census

Bureau's development of the census challenge program, a major

step in the evolution and strengthening of alLiances between

l-ocal- governments and the Bureau.

Since 2001,, 251 challenges by local government.s have

been recognized by the Census Bureau, resulting in population

adjustments of 1.8 million people to the contesting

jurisdictions. So far, Social Compact has worked wíth six
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cities, including the great cit.y of Toledo, Ohío/ across the

Country to provide the Census Bureau with better local data,

resulting in an aggregate adjustment of almost 200,000

addit.ional residents .

' The very existence of the census challenge program, a

program designed by the Census Bureau, and the City of

Toledo's participation in that program is the clearest signal

possible that both the Bureau and local- governments are

committed to building stronger al-l-iances. When that alliance

is weakened or compromised, no one benefits. The Census

Bureau gets íncomplete and irregular data from cities; cities

and States don't get their appropriate share of funding from

Federal Government sources; investors don't get the accurate

market information that they need; and perhaps most

importantly, communities get under-counted.

As you heard from my fellow panelists, suspícíon or a

l-ack of understanding over how census data is used in Federal

formul-ae greatly compromise this crucial partnership.

Indeed, the example of the reduction in CDBG funding to

Tol-edo as the resul-t of its participation in the census

challenge program actually discourages cities and local

governments from working with the Census Bureau. This must

be addressed immediately.

For local- governments to continue to submit accurate

l-ocal data to the Census Bureau, the formulas that include
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population factors and are used by Federal agencies need to

be transparent and trusted by cities. Specifically, I have

four recommendations:

An immediate review is required of the formufas that HUD

uses to determine allocations of t.he CDBG entitlement grants.

As it stands, the current formulas used by HUD discourage

cities from submitting accurate local data to the Census

Bureau.

Greater research is urgently requíred on the impacts of

census figures on all- funding for focal governmenLs that is

determined by formulae. The City of Toledo knows t.o the

dolLar amount the reduction in CDBG funding as a result of

participating ín the challenge program but has little idea of

the dollar impacts on other funding it receives. Cities need

to know this.

Once this research has been completed, tool-s should be

developed for loca1 governments so that they may plan for

changes in population and corresponding changes in funding.

For instance, could a funding calcul-ator be developed that

enabled local- governments to plug in their population to

calculat.e their predicted funding from Federal and State

programs?

Fina11y, there may be more that cities and the Census

Bureau could do to support the development of sound and

transparent funding formul-ae. One suggestion is a review of
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the current data collected by loca1 governments by the Census

Bureau t.o determine annual- population estimates. Are there

additional local data sources t.hat can be coll-ected that will

not only improve accuracy but perhaps inform future funding

f ormulae developments ?

In conclusion, the census is the best and most important

demographic database we have in the United States. But it.

can be greater stil1 by ensuring close collaboration wíth

local governments, especially with populations with high

minority and other under-counted communities. Social Compact

will- continue to work diligently to foster mutually

beneficial partnerships between l-ocal governments and the

Census Bureau. By urgently addressing these issues outl-ined

today, in partnership with Federal- agencies, the Census

Bureau and Iocal governments will have taken a major step

towards achieving our common goa1s.

Thank you.

fPrepared statement of Mr. Alderslade f ol]-ows : l

********** INSERT **********
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Mr. CLAY. Thank you. Thank you so much for your

testimony. I thank the entire panel for their testimony.

I will defer to my colleague, Ms. Kaptur, to begin

questioning. You are recognized fot five minutes.

Ms. KAPTUR. Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you so much

for that. Mayor Finkbeiner of Toledo has to be leaving. His

plane is on the runway. I appreciate youà graciousness and

that of Ranking Member McHenry. I very much appreciat.e it.

Mayor, thank you for your excellent testimony, which

will be made a part of the permanent record, and for your

experience ín the area of census. I am going to ask my

questions real quickly so you can get them and any other

matter you think we should know regarding the census on the

record.

No one has worked harder than you have to gain a full

count and fund.ing to support. the count inside the city of

Toledo and Lucas County, which are no\^/ suffering from double

digit unemployment. Can you tell us how easy it was for you

to share your discovered under-count with the Census Bureau?

Did you face any challenges? If so, how did you overcome

them? What recommendations do you have for this panel as we

face the next census?

Mr. FINKBEINER. That is a great question, Congress\^Ioman

Kaptur. As you know, I was elected in 1-993 and took office

in 1-g94. I think for the better part of that eight years, it
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bothered me that I díd not feel- that the consistent reporting

of Toledo's population dropping, dropping, and dropping could

be validated.

our efforts to reach the regional- office in Detroit and

the local office in Toledo were met with respect and were met

with dignity but we basically, in my judgement, 9ot a cold

shoulder. It was like, wê know what we are doing. Vrle are

the proféssionals and you are just like every other Mayor in

America: You think you have more people than we do.

But having had that experience thaL I referred to in

1-g7O where I l-ost 35 out of 36 of my crew, and that was the

t.rained crelÀI; the people that \^Iere brought in behind them

\^rere nowhere near as wel-I trained as that initial crew, I

have had great concerns.

When I learned t.hat Cincinnati had gained over 20,000

people in population, I called Mark MaIIory, the Mayor. Mark

told me that he had done that only because he had felt the

same frustration and inability to reach the Census people as

I had. He said there is a firm, Socia1 Compact. They are

very, very modest in what they charge you and they helped me

find 25,OOO Cincinnatians. Then the suburban communities

plugged into it and they actually found another 10,000 people

ín suburbia that \^Iere under-counted. So I t.hink their total

gain was 35,000. That would be, I believe, Hamilton County.

Ir'Ie got in touch with Social Compact and they helped us
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know the formula. Boy, it was very quick. It was only a

matter of probably 60 to 90 days before we fel-t we \^Iere in a

great position to claim there hlere approximately 22,000 or

23, OOO. V'lhen it all- came down, this is very interesting

Congresswoman, we \¡rere only of f by 11. Really, the number we

submitted was corrected by 11 persons by the U.S. Census

Bureau.

But then we get into this. That was 200'7 count. Now,

just recently, they released the 2008 count and they

subtracted 2,500 people from us and didn't give us credit for

the 22,600 people we had gained. So it is rather confusíng.

Then there was the l-etter sayíng we are going to have

money subtracted. The most important thing about this is,

and I did listen to the explanations, Congresswoman, that

\^/ere gíven, that it doesn't make sense. If you think there

is a recession going on in 48 States, come visit Michigan and

Ohio. There is a depression in Michigan and Ohio wit.h 25

percent unemployment irt Detroit, Michigan and 1.2.5 percent in

Toledo. At the very same time, we are saying there are more

people in Toledo. We know a fair share of them are the

socially disadvantaged and the economically disadvantaged

because al-l of the services are in the heart of our city and

our unemployment is 1,2.5 percent. Yet we have money pulled

back from us. That just doesn't make any sense.

So to answer your question very directly, I am grateful
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for the recognition of the fact that there are 22,600 more

Toledoans than thought but I don't thínk I should have had to

actually go and hire an agency to get that point across to

the Census Bureau.

Ms. KAPTUR. I think the testimony of our Mayor is very,

very revealing, Mr. Chairman. I know that what you said will

be taken ínto consideration. I don't know if we have

representatives of the Census Bureau still in the audience.

I hope we do and that they are listening as well.

Mr. CLAY. They are here.

Ms. KAPTUR. I thank the Chairman for that. I thank You,

Mayor Fínkbeiner, for your great l-eadership over so many

years. Tt is the toughest job in America to be a Mayor-

Mr. FINKBEINER. If you will allow me to make one more

statement that I think it is important, Chairman C1ay,

Congress\¡Ioman Kaptur, and Congressmen? God bless them, but

do you note today that the leadershíp that spoke to you was

all white? The largest group of uncounted men and women in

America is not, f don't believe, the white population. I

believe it is the African American, Hispanic, Latino, and

Asían populations.

People still fear people who are different than

themselves. VrIe are getting over it. Slowly but surely, we

are get.ting over it. But we are not there yet' In the very

hearts of the cities is a significant proportion of your
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African American, Latino, Hispanic, Asian and populations.

üte can't have them under-counted.

The best way we can get them counted ís to have people

that are familiar with Lhem doing the counting who not afraid

to be in those tal-l- tenement buildings or in the poorer

neighborhoods. That is something that the U.S. Census Bureau

needs to make a commitmenl to, in my judgement.

I do have to catch that plane.

[Laughter. ]

Mr. FINKBEINER. The Census Bureau will not be dismayed

by that.

[Laughter. ]

Mr. FINKBEINER. Thank You, Mr. Chairman. Thank you very

much, Congress Members. This is a hugely import.ant issue to

this Nation.

Mr. CLAY. Thank you, too, Mr. Mayor, for your service to

Tol-edo and the Country. VrIe understand. You are excused.

Mr. McHenry, you are recognízed for five minutes.

Mr. MCHENRY. Thank yoü, Chairman C1ay. Thank you aII

for your testimony. I real1y appreciate you being here. I

know it has been a long day with the votes and everything

else. Thank you.

Mr. Al-derslade, can you provide just a sort of quick

synopsis of what your organizaLion does?

Mr. ALDERSLADE. ebsolutely. We are a national
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non-profit organization based literally 10 blocks al¡/ay from

here of business l-eaders committed to promotíng investment in

Iow and moderate income, usualfy minority, communities.

Through our pioneering market analytic tool-, someLhing calIed

the drill-down, we conduct market analyses in these tlrpícalIy

under-counted and under-served communities to essentially

make the business case for the first time.

Usually these communities are defined by what is bad

about them. I¡tre know to a science what is bad about these

communities but we have no narrative for what is good and

what their market opportunities are. Without market

opportunities, you don,t get private sector investments. so

we make the business case.

We have done thís in 350 under-served neighborhoods

across 20 cities, including Washington, D.C. We found 1.5

million more peopte, $35 million more buying power, and that

t.hese communities are far safer than previously thought.

Mr. MCHENRY. On your website, you mention that your

organization uncovers census errors. One inLerviewer stated

that Social Compact's researchers are like inner cíty

bloodhounds. They sniff out people who are overl-ooked by the

census. How do you do that? I don't want you to give away

any secrets for your organizaLíon, but how is that done?

Mr. ALDERSLADE. I don't know whether to be pleased about

that description or not. I don't know. There are two things
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we do:

The drill-down, which is using public and private sector

data, is about purely making the business case and helping

Mayor Finkbeiner, Mayor Mallory, and all sorts of Mayors make

much more ínvestment information oriented policy decisions in

a bid to attract investments.

fn terms of these cities that we have helped and are

currently helping no!ü with census chal-lenges, that

methodology is defined by the Census Bureau. Tt has been

around since 2001. Chatlenge is the wrong word. It sounds

combative but it is the name of the program, unfortunately.

The census challenge program all-ows local- governments to

participate every year, just as New York City does and just

as Tol-edo did l-ast year, using defined methodology that was

created by the Census Bureau. Tt allows l-ocal- governments to

cont.ribute constructíon data over the course of the last 10

years.

What we found is that there have been Some issues with

it. In a senge, the existence of this program is fantastic.

V'Ihen cities are successful in their challenge, there is no

better signal that the Census Bureau and focal governments

can work together to produce accurate resufts.

Mr. MCHENRY. Do you use enumerators or do you use

existing data?

Mr- ALDERSLADE. VrIe use existing data. So when we did
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Toledo's, we used existing construction data that they had

lying around their departments, col-Lected as a result of just

being a city government.

Mr. MCHENRY. Is this an error? Is it a willful- omission

or ís it an error on the Census Bureau's part?

Mr. ALDERSLADE. No, it just needs some improvements. The

Acting Census Director is exactly right. fhère are 39,000

jurisdictions that can challenge but we have only had 251 in

the l-ast 10 years.

It is not that cities are happy with t.heir estimates.

ft is that essentially every month the Census Bureau sends a

construction form, the C-404 form, to 39,000 jurisdictions

across the Country. They are meant to fill this out and sent

it back in. If you don't know what t.he value of that form

is, if you don't know what the implications are for your

funding, your inwestment prospects, or the perception of your

city, it either gets sent to the \¡/rong person, Lhe Mayor

doesn't think it is important, or it just gets lost in the

hundreds of thousands of things that cities have to do.

So in a sense, what we are trying to do is correct that

relationship, to say to Mayors that this information, if you

work in partnership on an ongoing basis and provide the data

locally that the Census needs, will counter the need for

census challenges going forward. The census challenge is a

great program because it is a partnership branch given out by
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the Census Bureau to say that we will work with you.

Mr. MCHENRY. Would you contend that the decennial

enumeration is more accurate than the estimates?

Mr. ALDERSLADE. That is a tricky question. Our

experience through the dril-l--down work that we do, our

experience of counting t.he populations in central city,

minority low and moderate income populations would suggest

that no, iL'isn't. For those communities, it is still a

challenge. We found in just 350 under-served communities 1.5

million more people.

Mr. MCHENRY. But that is based off of t.he estimates,

correct?

Mr. ALDERSLADE. No, this is based off transactional data

and FE

Mr. MCHENRY. You f ound extra people than t.he Census

Bureau estimated were there Ln 2007, correct?

Mr. ALDERSLADE. Exactly. That is what we found.

Mr. MCHENRY. That was based off of the population

estimate of the Census, not t.he actual enumeration?

Mr. ALDERSLADE. That is based off of the drill-down

methodology which uses administrative data and private sector

data to build up a real time population number. So just from

our experience on the under-count in those communities, for

the enormous missed markets that we identify in Iow income

communities, the evidence woul-d suggest Lhat in low and
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moderaLe minority communities, the decennial count and

estimates are under-counts.

Mr. MCHENRY. Mr. Vargas, I appreciate your leadership

within the Latino or Hispanic community to say participate.

The Constit.ution is very clear about participation in the

census and it is who is here on census day. I appreciate you

being vocal about this.

V'Iithin your testimony, what you said during your

testimony is that you have concerns about a lack of an

English speaking media campaign towards the Hispanic

community. Are there other recommendations Specifically like

t.hat that you have for the Bureau?

Mr. VARGAS. There are, sir. Thank you for that

question. As a member of the ,Joint. Advisory Advertising

Review Panel, I had an opportunity to see the initial

campaign that had been developed by the communications

vendors. I don't know if you got word, but we issued a vote

of no confidence in the contractor's ability to carry out

that campaign because the messages \^/ere not messages for

201-0. They \^Iere messages for 1990. They \^Iere a feel good

campaign to come, join, and participate.

People right now, it is hard to feel good when you are

Iosíng your homes and you are losing lrour jobs. We are

thinking that the Bureau reaLly needs to bring some sense of

reality about how important the census is to help this
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Country move forward. That was the kínd of messaging we

thínk that can resonate certainly within the Latino

population.

v'Iith respect to language use, obviously to reach the

immígrant population, it is absolutely critical to use

Spanish language media. But many of the hard to count

populatíons have been here t.hree or four generations. Many

of them may be living in poverty and feel marginalized from

society. They don't watch Spanish language media,

necessarily. They are watching English language media.

The Bureau, their effort is to say welI, we will cover

them with the Diverse America Campaign. Our recommendation

is that you have to talk to them specifically and overcome

the cynicism that it doesn't matter to be counted. These are

the kind of folks who also believe that my vote doesn't

count, no one cares what I have to sâY, and I am on the outs-

That is the population that doesn't participate. That is

the population that we need to invest money in and reach

them.

Mr. MCHENRY. You said that there is some difficul-ty to

get enumeraÇors within emerging communities? For instance,

ín my district there is a significant emerging Hispanic

population.
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Mr. VARGAS. That is right, sir.

Mr. MCHENRY. Going to the Bureau, they have been
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fantastic and very open about wanting input. We have a

significant Hmong population, for instance, in my distríct as

well. very few areas of this Country actually have a Hmong

population. So those types of regional issues, has the

Bureau been open and collaborative with you and been a

partner in trying to find those enumerators?

Mr. VARGAS. They have, but I think they are hamstrung

with some policy concerns. Working for the Bureau is a

Federal job and you need to be a U.S. citizen. I have no

problems or concerns that the Bureau will- not find enough

U.S. citizens who speak Spanish in Los Angeles, San Antonio,

Chicago, or New York. I am more concerned about the

communities like the ones you represent where it is an

emerging population, more immigrant than established

communities, and so you have l-ess of a U.S. citizen

population that is bilingual that the Bureau could tap ínt.o

to hire.

In addition, foreign nationals from Mexico who are work

authorized cannot be hired by the Federal Government today.

So in t.hose communíties where you have growing Mexican

immigrant populations, that is a double hamstrung that the

Bureau has.

Those are some policy concerns that we think the

Congress should look into.

Mr. MCHENRY. Thank you. Mayor Bowser, just in
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conclusion before I hand it back over to Chairman CIay before

he gives me the hook, you mentioned some discrepancies

between your number for se\^Ier users versus water users and

these dif f erent numbers that you have. V'Ihat are your

recommendations for the Bureau to get a better count of your

residents?

Mr. BOWSER. I think, unlike putting it al-l on the Census

Bureau, I thínk it incumbent upon Mayors and feaders in the

communities to make sure we get the proper representation. In

my city, we historically have talked at least for the l-ast 15

years about having an over 20 percent Haitian population. We

haven't counted them yet.

So what we are doing is making sure that we have

representatives in the enumerators. It should be insisted

upon by the Census Bureau that we cover all of these. V'Ie

have a large South African population, a Caribbean

population. Our Latino population is growing. It is

somewhere, and this is an estimate, around 3 to 6 percent.

But we are making sure that we have people that can go to

those places and speak to them, speak their same language,

and dress like some of the other foLks - So we do that.

But we can't put that al-I on the Census Bureau. This is

our one opportunity to make this thing work. What the Census

Bureau needs to do is insist to their regional coordinators

that they get the proper people that can go ouL there and
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count folks. Don't put it aI1 on them.

All you have got to do is make sure they have the money

to do it. So if you are talking about cutting some money

f rom the Census Bureau, don't do it. Pl-ease.

Mr. MCHENRY. Thank you. Thank you all. Thank You, Mr.

Chairman.

Mr. CLAY. Mr. l4cHenry, you asked almost al-l- of my

questions, too.

Let me start with Mayor Bowser. In your testímony, you

mentioned HUD's HOME program and how the under-counting of

rental- units by the U.S. Census Bureau has negatively

impacted funding for your City of East Orange. Pl-ease

elaborate on your specific frustrations with the Census

Bureau and HUD. How do you believe either Federal department

can improve their programs?

Mr. BOWSER. As I said early on, we have a large

population that is pretty much of fixed income. We have a

waiting l-ist. to rehabilitate homes based on access to HOME

dollars. Somebody might be out there for three years waiting

to just bring the houses up to basic code. That is all the

money is really for. But in addítion, some of the HOME money

can be used for affordable housing and in startups and things

like that.

The problem that we have is that if you look aL the

numbers based on the census, we think that we are
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shortchanged. So we don't have the dollars to really help

our total population that is asking for and looking for some

of that help. It has been a problem. I just hope that this

time going around we are abfe to fix those numbers.

Mr. CLAY. To get it right.. 
.But 

have you as the Mayor ot

as the City of East Orange, have you challenged the census

estimates through the challenge program?

Mr. BOWSER. We didn't do it this past time for 2000 like

we díd in 1990 because it \,\Ias such a large number that we

felt was wrong. Basically, there are areas in your city that

do not change. They are very stable families and homes. So

what you need to do is put your effort into the areas that

have the most problems that are very difficult. to get into.

Mr. CLAY. I hope you make acquaintance wíth Mr.

Aldersl-ade today when we end thís -

Mr. BOV'ISER. I got his card, sir.

Mr. CLAY. Let me move on to Mr. Vargas. Given that

there is a historícal under-count, do the yearly census

estimates, appeals, and adjustments adequately rectify t.he

discrepancies in funding to local- Latino communities that

result from that under-count initially?

Mr. VARGAS. No, I don't believe so, sir. I Lhink the

point has been made earlier that if the basel-ine data are

inaccurate to begin with from the decennial- census, then all

subsequent data throughout the next nine years continue to be
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inaccurate.

I would like to point out, however, that we are going to

be following very closely the use of t.he American Community

Survey data. When Congress reauthorized the Voting Rights

Act of L965, for example, it indicated that the ACS data

could be used every five years to update the jurisdictions

that would be required to be covered under Section 203 of the

Voting Rights Act, which requires language assistance in

voting to our citizerrs who are limited English proficient.

So we will be following that very closely to see if in fact

the ACS has a sufficient sample size every year to accurately

determine whetheT or not we are targeting ímplementation of

our voting rights Iaws accurately.

Mr. CLAY. So for your community, it is líke a moving

target. We have estimates that there are 47 million Latinos

within our populat.ion but it is hard to get a gauge of it.

You are coming in at 28 million, 29 mil-Iion?

Mr. VARGAS. V'IeI], the last census put us at some 30

million. But I think one of the most ínteresting statistics

the Census Bureau has recently indicated is that this Count.ry

grows by a person every 15 seconds. Every 30 seconds, that

person is a Latino or Latina.

Mr. CLAY. I have read that somewhere. Thank you for

your response.

Mr. Alderslade, if GAO is able to determine a new and
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accurate per year val-ue of dollars lost for each

under-counted person in l-ocal communities, what would this

number mean for your work with Social- Compact and your

interest to secure private investments in inner city

neighborhoods?

Mr. ALDERSLADE. That. is a great question. There are two

sides to this. On that assumption, you would assume that the

cities, counties, and State governmenLs wou1d get more

Federal funding dollars to spend on CDBG economic development

programs and the programs that support Mayors in creating

jobs and attracting investments.

On the other side of things, a report done by the

Brookings Institute estimated that 80 percent of all retail

investment decisions use data derived from the census. Now,

conservatively, even within the economic downLurn that we are

in, there are estimates that there wiII be $250 billion of

commercial investment over the course of the next four years.

So if you have accurate Counts, just as we found in New

Orl-eans 50,000 more people, and had 48,000 more added to

Detroit's populatíon, those are ner^/ markets for investors.

Those are new markets f or retailers, ne\^I markets f or banks .

That. changes the way Mayors make decisions about economic

developments

Mr. CLAY. Thank you so much for your response. Let me

thank this panel for their responses.
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I thank my colleagues as well as the staff for their

indulgence on this hearing. As you heard, the bells are

ringing so that wil-l conclude this hearing. I am sure there

will be subsequerrt hearings. Thank you.

[Whereupon, at 5:42 p.m., the subcommittee was

adjourned. l
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